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October 1, 1990
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

HUNTINGTON, W.Va.--Annmarie M. Merritt, formerly coordinator
of special programs in the Office of Campus Activities at the

University of Maryland, has been named coordinator of student
activities and organizations at Marshall University, according to
Dr. Don E. Robertson, associate dean of student affairs at Marshall.

Ms. Merritt received her bachelor’s degree in history of art
from Mount Holyoke College and her master’s degree in college student
personnel from the University of Maryland.

Her duties at the University of Maryland included planning

and coordinating a variety of campus-wide activities such as

activity fairs, homecoming, conferences, and other student
She also developed several publications, edited a newsletter for

student leaders, participated in orientation programs and served
as an instructor for career decision making and study skills classes.
At Marshall, Ms. Merritt will coordinate the university's

Campus Entertainment Unlimited program and advise various campus
organizations.

She also will coordinate homecoming activities,

establish leadership training and development programs, provide

services for commuter students, assist Marshall’s community service
program and participate in orientation programs.

”We conducted a national search to fill this position and
Ms. Merritt emerged as the most experienced and qualified person,”

said Robertson.

more

Merritt
Add 1

’’Her experience at the University of Maryland and her
master’s degree in the field, plus her commitment to
multiculturalism and diversity on campus will be very

beneficial to us.

I am sure she will be an asset to Marshall

University and the community.”
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October 2, 1990
For Immediate Release

HUNTINGTON, W.Va.—Dr. Meron Benvenisti, former deputy mayor of
Jerusalem, will be the first speaker in a new Marshall University

lecture series, "Toward Mideast Understanding:

Benvenisti will speak on

H

An Israeli Perspective.”

Jerusalem: The Torn City" Monday, Oct. 15,

at 7:30 p.m. in the Don Morris Room in Marshall's Memorial Student

Center.

A reception will follow in the nearby Alumni Lounge.

Lynne Mayer, special assistant to the president who is coordinating

the lecture series, said Benvenisti's lecture will be free and open to
the public.

Benvenisti is director of Israel's West Bank Data
the author of

ii

Conflicts and Contradictions,

the West Bank and the Arabs.

H

Project and is

a reflection on Israel,

He was educated at Hebrew University and

received a Ph.D. from Harvard University.

Ms. Mayer said copies of his book will be on sale at the reception.
The new Israeli Affairs Lecture Series is an outgrowth of a trip

former MU President Dale F. Nitzschke and his wife, Linda, took to
Israel last spring.

The trip was coordinated by Project Interchange

and was supported by members of the Huntington Jewish community.
said he had gained new insights on the problems of the Middle East
during the trip.

Additional speakers sponsored by the lecture series will be

announced later, Ms. Mayer said.
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
HUNTINGTON, W.Va.--The fourth annual Yeager Symposium--’’Challenges
of a Changing World”--will be held at Marshall University Wednesday,

Thursday and Friday, Oct. 10-12, according to Dr. William N. Denman,
director of Marshall's prestigious Society of Yeager Scholars.

inis year’s symposium will feature guest speakers from business,
higher education and journalism who have studied, witnessed or been
involved with recent changes taking place throughout the world.

Featured speakers are:
--G. Thomas Bowen, assistant director of the Department for

External Studies at the University of Oxford, England;
--David Berry, president and chief executive officer of C & P
Telephone of West Virginia;

--Mike Boettcher, NBC News correspondent, Frankfurt, Germany;

--Robert E. Blobaum, associate chair and director of graduate
studies at West Virginia University and a research associate at

the University Center for International Studies, Center for Russian

and East European Studies, at the University of Pittsburgh;
--Selig S. Harrison, senior associate of the Carnegie Endowment

for International Peace in Washington, D.C., and a former foreign
correspondent for The Washington Post;

--Woodford McClellan, professor of history at the University
of Virginia and author of "Russia:

A History of the Soviet Period"

and translator for two newly published books, "Khrushchev on

more

Symposium
Add 1

Khrushchev" by Sergei N. Khrushchev and "Reminiscences of Khrushchev"

by Aleksei Adzhubei;

--Barry Rubin, senior fellow at the Washington (D.C.) Institute

for Near East Policy and a fellow at the Johns Hopkins University

Foreign Policy Institute.
Presentations, which will be open to the public free of charge,
include:

-”1992:

Britain, America and Europe" by G. Bowen Thomas,

Wednesday, Oct. 10, 11 a.m. in Old Main Auditorium;
--"Telecommunications and Global Change" by David Berry,

Wednesday, Oct. 10, 2 p.m. in Old Main Auditorium;
--"The Challenges of a United Germany" by Mike Boettcher,

Wednesday, Oct. 10, 8 p.m. in the W. Don Morris Room in Memorial
Student Center;

--"The Transition from Communism in Eastern Europe" by Robert
Blobaum, Thursday, Oct. 11, 11 a.m. in Old Main Auditorium;

--’’Danger Zones in Asia:

Afghanistan, Kashmir, Korea, and

American Policy" by Selig Harrison. Thursday, Oct. 11, 2p.m. in
Old Main Auditorium;
"The New Russian Revolution:

Challenges and Opportunities

for the West it by Woodford McClellan, Friday, Oct. 12, 11 a.m. in
Old Main Auditorium;

"The Middle East:

Prospects for America

by Barry Rubin,

Friday, Oct. 12, 2 p.m. in Old Main Auditorium.
To obtain further details contact Marshall University's Society

of Yeager Scholars, 696-6763.
###

FOURTH ANNUAL YEAGER SYMPOSIUM

SPEAKERS AND TOPICS

OCTOBER 10-12, 1990
Prof. G. Thomas Bowen,
M.A. (Oxon),
B.A.
(Wales), Fellow o f
Rewley House and University Lecturer in Role Education and In
dustrial Relations.
Assistant Director, Department for Exter
nal Studies, University of Oxford, and Director of the Yeager
Scholars Summer Programme 1988-90.
Consultant with various
government bodies such as the Board for Prices and Income and
the Commission on Industrial Relations.
Author of books and
articles on statistics, industrial relations in the British
printing industry, and change in the printing industry.
Mr. Thomas is going to talk on "1992: Britain, America and
Europe."
David Berry, President and CEO, C&P Telephone of WV, was VicePresident of several Bell Atlantic departments before coming to
West Virginia and C&P Telephone in August of 1990. Berry began
his career with the Chesapeake and Potomac Telephone Company of
Virginia in 1957 and has served as Vice-President of Public
Relations for the C&P Company of Maryland. He earned his B.S. in
Mr .
Business Administration from the University of Tennessee.
Berry will discuss "Telecommunications and Global Change. ii

Robert E. Blobaum, Ph. D. University of Nebraska, Associate
Professor of Russian and East European History at West Virginia
University; serves as Associate Chair and Director of Graduate
Studies.
A Research Associate at the University Center for
International Studies, Center for Russian and East European
Studies,
University of Pittsburgh.
Author of articles and
monographs on Polish history and the origins of communism in
Poland.
His talk is titled: ’’The Transition From Communism
in Eastern Europe.”

Selig S. Harrison, Senior Associate of the Carnegie Endowment
for International Peace- Washington, D.C., is a former foreign
correspondent and chief of bureau (New Delhi and Tokyo) for The
Washington Post,
the author of
five books on United States
relations with Asia, a former editor of The New Republic,
and a
lecturer at numerous colleges and universities. Mr. Harrison has
been a member of the Council on Foreign Relations since 1975, and
is often a guest on radio and television programs such as The
McNeil-Lehrer Report, "Night Line", and NPR’s "All Things Con
sidered."
His talk is on "Danger Zones in Asia:
Afghanistan,
Kashmir, Korea, and American Policy."

more
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FOURTH YEAGER SYMPOSIUM: SPEAKERS AND TOPICS

Woodford McClellan, Ph.D. University of Stanford at Berkeley, is
a History Professor at the University of Virginia.
His text,
Russia: A History of the Soviet Period, is in its second edi
tion.
Dr. McClellan is also the author of articles on various
aspects of Russian and Soviet history and, with his wife, has
translated the newly published Khrushchev on Khrushchev by
Sergei N. Khrushchev, and the forthcoming Reminiscences of
Khrushchev by Aleksei Adzhubei. Dr. McClellan will have spent
nearly a month in the Soviet Union prior to his appearance at
the Symposium.
His talk is titled: ’’The New Russian Revolution:
Challenges and Opportunities for the West."
Barry Rubin, Senior Fellow, Washington Institute for Near East
Policy and Fellow at the Johns Hopkins University Foreign Policy
Institute, is the author of ’’Reshaping the Middle East” in the
Summer 1990 issue of Foreign Affairs.
He is the author of two
forthcoming books, Islamic Fundamentalists in Egyptian Politics
and Revolution Until Victory? The Politics of the PLO.
His talk
is on ’’The Middle East: Prospects for America.”
Mike Boettcher has been based in Frankfurt, Germany, for NBC
News since 1987. He was instrumental in NBC’s coverage of the
fall of the Berlin Wall and political changes in Germany. He
previously worked for NBC News in El Salvador.
Prior to joining
NBC, he had been Dallas Bureau Chief for Cable News Network.
He first went to work for CNN in 1981 in the Atlanta Bureau.
While at CNN he covered major news stories around the globe.
Boettcher has received the Associated Press Award for Best Spot
News Report, a United Press International Award for Best
Documentary and a National Mental Health Association Award of
Merit for his work.
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For Immediate Release

HUNTINGTON, W.Va.--Hollywood producer John Fiedler's latest motion

picture, "Tune in Tomorrow," will have its first showing in the
United States Wednesday, October 17, at Huntington's Keith-Albee

Theater.
Immediately after the premiere, Fiedler and his wife, actress

Bess Armstrong, will be hosts for a reception at Marshall University's
Center for Research and Economic Development at 1050 Fourth Ave.,

about a block from the theater.

Bess Armstrong is the star of ABC's

new comedy series, "Married People" (Wednesdays, 9:30 p.m.).

Tickets for the dual event are priced at $25.

Proceeds will

go to Marshall's Society of Yeager Scholars.

Fiedler, a 1973 graduate of Marshall, also is a member of the
National Board of Directors of the Society of Yeager Scholars. His
acclaimed 1988 film, "The Beast," also was given a special screening

in Huntington to benefit the Yeager program.
"Tune in Tomorrow" stars Barbara Hershey, Keanu Reeves and Peter

Falk, along with John Larroquette, Elizabeth McGovern, Peter Gallagher,
Dan Hadiya, Henry Gibson, Hope Lange and Robert Schnedich.

Fiedler

produced the romantic comedy with his partner, Mark Tarlow, for Cinecom
Entertainment Group.

The film is based on the 1983 novel "Aunt Julia

and the Scriptwriter" by Mario Vargas.
the top ten novels of the decade.

MORE

Time Magazine listed it among

2-2-2

"Tune in Tomorrow" recently was awarded the Prixe Publique de
Deauville at the Deauville Film Festival in France.

It was honored

with the closing night gala of the Toronto Festival of Festivals on

Sept. 15.
Following the Huntington premiere, the motion picture will open

in New York and Los Angeles on Oct. 26, and in 300 theaters nationally
on Nov. 2.
The Huntington screening will begin at 7 p.m. and the reception

will follow immediately after the showing.

Tickets may be obtained

in advance at the Keith-Albee box office or by calling Marshall's

Office of Institutional Advancement, 696-6441.

"We're very pleased that John Fiedler and Bess Armstrong once

again are giving their time and talents in behalf of Marshall’s
Yeager Scholars program,"

MU Interim President Alan B. Gould said.

"The premiere of 'Tune in Tomorrow' will be a highlight of Marshall's
Homecoming Week and we're hopeful it will attract a full house at
the Keith-Albee and for the reception."
A native of New Jersey, Fiedler is a veteran producer, having

been involved in more than 150 motion pictures.
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October 3, 1990

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

HUNTINGTON, W.Va.--The National Purchasing Management Association

has awarded $500 scholarships to two Marshall University College
of Business students, according to Dr. Robert P. Alexander, dean

of the College of Business.
Gieg Booth, a senior marketing major from' Huntington, and

Sarah Dennison, a junior marketing major from Ona, received the
scholarships.

Booth is a member of Gamma Beta Phi honors fraternity, serves as
vice president of the Propeller Club and is on the National Dean’s
List.

He also was the recipient of the American Business Merit Award.
Ms. Dennison is on the National Dean’s List and plans to become

a member of Alpha Kappa Psi and the American Marketing Association
this semester.

She has supported her education by working part-time

for two major retailers.
The Tri-State Purchasing Management Association, composed of

purchasing directors from throughout the Tri-State, initiated the

scholarship approximately six years ago and has expanded the program

to include Marshall University's Community College, Parkersburg
Community College, West Virginia State College and Ashland (Ky.)
Community College.

Alexander said Marshall's Department of Marketing, which offers

a course on physical distribution, has generally been responsible
for maintaining an affiliation with the Tri-State Purchasing
Management Assocation.
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October 3, 1990
For Immediate Release

HUNTINGTON, W.Va.--The Governor’s Task Force on Teacher

Preparation will have a public hearing Thursday, Oct. 11, in
Fairmont, according to Dr. Carole A. Vickers, dean of Marshall

University's College of Education and a member of the task force.

The hearing will begin at 10 a .m. in Multi-Media Room A of
Musick Library at Fairmont State College.

Teachers and organizations

with an interest in teacher education in the state's colleges and
universities have been invited to make five-minute presentations
and submit position papers.
Although written position papers will be accepted after Oct. 11,

the task force does not plan to hold other public hearings. Concord

College President Jerry Beasley is serving as chairman.
Areas to be examined by the task force include:

Upgrading teacher

education programs; streamlining certification standards and processes;
establishing a delivery system in higher education for in-field master's
programs; non-traditional approaches to augment the teaching force; a

survey of the demand for teachers over the next decade, identifying
possible areas of shortage and oversupply; upgrading teacher education
programs to make the pedagogical area of study reflective of new

developments in the classroom; continuing education and evaluation of
teachers, and recommendations related to the governance of teacher
preparation.

Additional information may be obtained by calling Project Assistant
Clint Cookingham at Concord College, 384-6033.
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October 5, 1990

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

HUNTINGTON, W.Va.--Marshall University’s Office of Returning
Students' Programs will sponsor a ’’First Step” seminar for adults
who would like an overview of the university on Thursday, Oct. 18,

at 12:15 p.m. in Prichard Hall Room 143.

Marshall counselors will conduct the informal workshops and
discuss admissions, placement tests, orientation, registration,

financial aid and personal goal setting, according to Donnalee
Cockrille, director of the program.

’’This program will be particularly helpful for those just
exploring the idea of returning to school,

11

said Ms. Cockrille.

The program, which will be open to the public free of charge,

will be repeated Thursday, Oct. 25.

To register or obtain further details contact the Marshall

University Office of Returning Students’ Programs, 696-3112 or
696-3338.
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
HUNTINGTON, W.Va.--Marshall University's Student Support

Services Program has received funding from the United States

Department of Education for the 1990-93 funding cycle, according

to Joe Dragovich, program director.
The Student Support Services Program, which received $127,727

from the Department of Education for the 1990-91 academic year,
provides academic, personal and career counseling for 175 Marshall
students who are financially disadvantaged, disabled or first

generation college students.
Dragovich said the grant allows the staff to provide a

supportive atmosphere to students as well as offer the needed
academic and personal assistance that will help ensure successful
college matriculation.

Marshall's program has achieved a 76 percent overall retention
rate.

During the 1989-90 academic year, 81 percent of the program's

students remained in good standing with a cumulative grade point
average of 2.53.
I

"We have an excellent program and have produced some impressive
student statistics," said Dragovich.

"The U.S. Department of

Education's grant readers were impressed with the university's

Student Support Services Program and its record.
"In fact our grant graded out at 94.5 percent, the highest
scoring Student Support grant submitted by the university during

the program's 20-year history.
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

HUNTINGTON, W.Va.--Marshall University's Office of Student
Health Education Programs will sponsor "Fresh Start," a smoking
cessation class developed by the American Cancer Society, beginning

Tuesday, Oct. 30, at 3 p.m. in Prichard Hall.
Classes will meet for one hour on Tuesdays and Thursdays

for two weeks, according to Carla Lapelle, coordinator of Student

Health Education Programs.
The program will be open to the public free of charge,
however enrollment will be limited.

To register or obtain further details contact the Office of

Student Health Education Programs at Marshall University, 696-4800.
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For Immediate Release

HUNTINGTON, W.Va.

"There's No Place Like Home" is an

appropriate theme for the 1990 Marshall University Homecoming set

for Oct. 19-20, according to Linda S. Holmes, MU director of
alumni affairs.

"The Marshall University Alumni Association now has its own
'home'

- the Erickson Alumni Center," Holmes said. ’’We'll have

out the welcome mat for our first official event in the center."

The weekend's activities begin at 8:30 p.m. Friday, Oct. 19,

with a reception in the Erickson Alumni Center, 1731 5th Ave. The
reception ends at 11 p.m. Price for the reception is $5 per

person and included hors d'oeuvres. A cash bar will be available.
On Saturday, Oct. 20, members of the Classes of 1960 and

1965 will be guests of the Alumni Association for a continental

breakfast in the Shawkey Dining Room of Memorial Student Center.
The breakfast for the 30th-year and 25th-year reunion classes
begins at 8:30 a.m. Reservations are required.
The traditional Lunch-Under-the-Tent begins at 11 a.m. at
Prindle Field, across from Fairfield Stadium, and continues until

12:30 p.m. Lunch fare includes ham or sausage biscuits and plain
biscuits, coffee, beer and soft drinks. Cost is $5 per person.

(more)

Homecoming 2-2-2

Kickoff for the Thundering Herd football game against
Southern Conference rival University of Tennessee-Chattanooga is

1:30 p.m. at Fairfield Stadium.

A post-game reception will be held at the Erickson Alumni
Center from 4:30 p.m. to 6:30 p.m. Light snacks, beer and soft

drinks will be provided compliments of the Alumni Association.
An old-fashioned "sock hop" rounds out the weekend's

activities. The dance will run from 8 p.m. until midnight in the

Huntington Civic Center's East Hall. The Trendells will play
music ranging from the '50s to contemporary hits. Price is $25

per couple, or $12.50 single. A cash bar and snacks will be
available.
For more information on the weekend's events, call the

Marshall Office of Alumni Affairs (304) 696-2523 or 696-3134.

-30-
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HUNTINGTON, W.Va. — Marshall University's 1990 nursing
graduates achieved a 97 percent passage rate on state licensing

examinations, according to School of Nursing Dean Carolyn
Gunning.

The 97 percent rate compares to a 90 percent rate for West
Virginia as a whole, Dr. Gunning said.
ii

We're particularly pleased to see such good results from

our students because this is the first class that has graduated

from our four-year baccalaureate degree program,
it

ii

she said.

It's very encouraging that the first group through the new

curriculum has done so well."

Before 1986, Marshall had two separate but related nursing
degrees:

an associate degree program and an upper-division

bachelor's degree program for registered nurses who were already
licensed.

"I think this year's licensing exam results indicate that,

despite shortages nationwide, we are attracting extremely well-

qualified students and that we have a solid program that prepares
them for success in nursing,

it

she added.

The licensing exams are administered by the West Virginia

Board of Examiners for Registered Professional Nurses.
30
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October 5, 1990
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
HUNTINGTON, W.Va.--Marshall University's fourth annual Yeager
Symposium will open Wednesday, Oct. 10, with three special guest
speakers making presentations on this year's theme, "Challenges of

a Changing World," according to Dr. William N. Denman, director of

the university's Society of Yeager Scholars.
G. Bowen Thomas of Oxford University in England will open the

symposium with a presentation titled "1992:

Britain, America and

Europe" at 11 a .m. in Old Main Auditorium.

Thomas is a Fellow of Rewley House and university lecturer in
role education and industrial relations.

He directs the Yeager

Scholars' Oxford Program and has served as assistant director of the
Department for External Studies at the prestigious university.

He

also directs Oxford University programs in conjunction with Florida
State University and the University of Western Australia.

He has

served as a government consultant in Great Britain and has written

several books and articles on industrial relations.

David Berry, president and chief executive officer of C & P
Telephone of West Virginia, will discuss

n

Telecommunications and

Global Change 11 at 2 p.m. in Old Main Auditorium.
Prior to coming to West Virginia, Berry served as vice president
of several Bell Atlantic departments.

He began his career with the

Chesapeake and Potomac Telephone Company of Virginia in 1957.

He

holds a bachelor of science degree from the University of Tennessee
and also studied at the College of William and Mary.

more

Berry has served

Symposium
Add 1

in leadership positions in a number of business, civic and community
organizations.
Wednesday’s segment of the symposium will end with a presentation

titled "The Challenges of a United Germany" by Mike Boettcher, NBC
News correspondent in Frankfurt, Germany, at 8 p.m. in the W. Don
Morris Room in Memorial Student Center.
Boettcher has been based in Germany since 1987 and has been

instrumental in NBC's coverage of the fall of the Berlin Wall and

political changes in Germany.

He previously worked for NBC News in

El Salvador.

Prior to joining NBC, he had been Dallas Bureau Chief for Cable
News Network.
Bureau.

He first went to work for CNN in 1981 in the Atlanta

While at CNN he covered news stories around the world.

Boettcher has received the Associated Press Award for Best Spot
News Report, a United Press International Award for Best Documentary

and a National Mental Health Association Award of Merit for his work.
!t

The 1990 symposium offers a fascinating set of commentaries on

the news we get every day from the world's hot spots,
11

Denman said.

Our speakers have, in many cases, been on the scene where the events

of the day are occurring.
"These events pose a number of challenges and problems for us

in the United States, which makes this year's Yeager Symposium a
real current events seminar."

The Yeager Symposium presentations, sponsored by Marshall's

Society of Yeager Scholars and C & P Telephone of West Virginia,

will be open to the public free of charge.

To obtain further details

contact the Society of Yeager Scholars, 696-6763.
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

HUNTINGTON, W.Va.--Twelve Marshall University College of
Education students have received Underwood-Smith Teacher scholarships

for 1990-91, according to Donna Lawson, associate dean of the MU
College of Education.
The Underwood-Smith Teacher Scholarship Program is a state

funded student aid program designed to enable and encourage
outstanding high school graduates to pursue teaching careers in
West Virginia.

Undergraduate and graduate scholarships, not to exceed $5,000,
are awarded on the basis of qualifications and interest in teaching.
The intention is for a recipient to obtain a teaching certificate

and teach at a public school in West Virginia for two years for each
year of scholarship assistance.
Marshall students who received scholarships include:

Ashley Carter of Parkersburg, Steven Cuthbert of Beckley, Michelle
Hagy of Berwind, Mary Lucus of Ceredo, Melanie Morgan of Matheny,

Janet Myers of Wheeling, Renea Nelson of Belle, Debra Porterfield of
Charleston, Regina Smith of Kenova, Elizabeth Stricklen of Elkview,

Cynthia Tingler of Williamson and Karen Watts of Lenore.
Recipients must be residents of West Virginia, be in the top

10 percent of their high school graduating class, be in the top 10
percent statewide of students taking the ACT examination or have a

cumulative grade point average of 3.2 after successfully completing
two years of course work at an approved institution.

Graduate students

must have graduated in the top 10 percent of their college class.
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
HUNTINGTON, W.Va.—Eight Marshall University College of Business faculty
members have been appointed as research associates for the university’s Office

of Research and Economic Development Outreach, according to Dr. Robert F. Maddox,
director of the office.

The faculty research team will consist of Dr. David K. Walker, Dr. Hamid
Chahryar and Dr. Akhtar Lodgher of the Department of Computer Science;
Dr. Craig Hollingshead and Dr. Joe Abramson of the Marketing Department;
Dr. Gary Saunders and Dr. Anna Lee Meador of the Accounting Department; Dr. Earl

Damewood of the Management Department, and Dr. Gregg Davis of the Department of
Economics.

Research associates will provide basic and applied research, appropriate
technologies and advanced managerial techniques to industry in an effort to
improve competitiveness.

They will work on a number of projects, including many projects relating to
the Robert C. Byrd Institute for Advanced Flexible Manufacturing Systems.
The expanded and continuing partnership between the Office of Research and

Economic Development Outreach and the College of Business is reflective of the

success of last year’s program,” Maddox said.

"The increase this year in the

number of associates from five to eight illustrates College of Business Dean
Robert P. Alexander’s commitment to the vision of this program. n

Maddox said the multidisciplinary expertise of the research associates will
provide the university’s Research and Economic Development Center an opportunity
to move forward on a number of initiatives.

"Release time for the associates will help our office meet the challenges

and opportunities facing West Virginia," he said.
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For immediate release

HUNTINGTON, W. Va. — Elizabeth Devereaux of the Marshall

University School of Medicine has been chosen as a consultant for
a federal panel on diagnosing and treating depressed patients in

primary care settings.
Devereaux, an associate professor of psychiatry, will

provide information on using occupational therapy to treat
depression, as well as share with the group Marshall's

experiences in helping rural physicians recognize and treat it.
The panel was created to develop clinical practice

guidelines for general medical and family medicine practitioners.
It was created by the Agency for Health Care Policy and Research,
the newest agency of the United States Public Health Service.

Devereaux is director of the Division of Occupational
Therapy in Marshall's Department of Psychiatry.

She has been

nationally recognized for her work in the field by the American

Occupational Therapy Association, the National Association of

Activity Therapy and Rehabilitation Program Directors, and the
American Medical Association's Committee on Allied Health
Education and Accreditation.
30
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

HUNTINGTON, W.Va.--It took Dr. Ronald L. Martino, associate
professor of geology at Marshall University, longer than he expected

to have a display case designed and built for the latest addition
to the MU Geology Museum on the second floor of James E. Morrow
Library; but time pales when you consider that the fossils, now on
display, have been hidden from view for 294 million years.
The new display features a fossil trackway of the ichnogenus

Limnopus.

It was probably made by an Eryopoid amphibian such as

Eryops, an amphibian resembling an alligator that existed about
70 million years before the first dinosaurs.
The fossils were found in Wayne County by John C. Pauley near
Fort Gay on land owned by Marshall University alumnus Bill Stewart.

Stewart encouraged Pauley to donate the fossils to Marshall and
provided equipment and personnel to extract more fossils from the
site along an old stream bed.

Martino has researched the fossils for approximately two years
and feels confident that they represent a new ichnospecies of

Limnopus never before known to man.

’’When we talk about a type or

'species’ of footprint or any kind of track or trail, we give it the

prefix ichno because it is a trace fossil rather than a body fossil,"

Martino explained.
’’When Laura Pauley called, I went down to look at the fossils
and they had them laying up against a barn," he said.

really magnificent.

’’They were

I knew right away they were an extraordinary find."
more
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Martino sent his information to Dr. Donald Baird at the Carnegie

Museum of Natural History in Pittsburgh.

Baird, considered an

authority in the field, believes Martino is correct in saying

the footprints were made by a new ichnospecies.
Martino presented his findings at a recent meeting of the

Geological Society of America and will soon submit a paper for

publication on the subject.
If, after peer reviews and scrutiny from scholars, the paper

is published, the find will formally be recognized as a new species.

Martino has proposed that it be named Limnopus glenshawensis after
the Glenshaw Formation in which it was found.

From his research, Martino says the animal was just over three
feet long and speculates that it may have weighed 30 to 40 pounds.

Eryops became extinct in North America when the continents collided
and the weather became more arid and seasonal.

Eryops had thrived

in a wet tropical climate.
The large display clearly shows a number of footprints and
a short path the animal followed on that eventful day nearly

300 million years ago when the tracks were left in the mud along an
ancient river.

Martino said the display also contains information that simply
explains details about the animal and how the fossils were formed
and found by Pauley and Stewart.
11

I think just about everyone will be impressed by the display,

said Martino.

It

The fossils are among the best of this type that

you’ll see and the display contains interesting information about
tt
a creature that lived in this area nearly 300 million years ago.

The display is open for viewing by the public.
###
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October 8, 1990

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
HUNTINGTON, W.Va.--Four Marshall University College of Education
students have received Paul Douglas Teacher scholarships for 1990-91,

according to Donna Lawson, associate dean of the MU College of Education.
The Paul Douglas Teacher Scholarship Program is a federally

funded student aid program designed to enable and encourage outstanding
high school graduates to pursue teaching careers.
Scholarships, not to exceed $5,000, are awarded on the basis of

qualifications and interest in teaching.

The intention is for a

recipient to obtain a teaching certificate and teach at a public school

for two years for each year of scholarship assistance.
Marshall students who received scholarships include:

Matthew Jewell of Mason, Mary Justice of Whitman, Susan K.
McDaniel of Liberty and Jody Card of Huntington.
Recipients must be residents of West Virginia, be in the top

10 percent of their high school graduating class and be enrolled or

accepted at an institution of higher education in a course of study
leading to certification as a teacher.
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October 8, 1990
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

HUNTINGTON, W.Va.--Twelve bands from high schools in West
Virginia and Ohio will participate in the Tri-State Marching Band

Festival Saturday, Oct. 13, beginning at noon at Fairfield Stadium,

according to Dr. Richard Lemke, director of bands at Marshall
University.

Marshall University’s Big Green Marching Machine will present
an exhibition at 4:05 p.m. and the awards presentation will take

place at 4:30 p.m.
Awards will be presented to the top bands in each class and to

the top majorette corps, color guards and percussion sections.

A

special award will be presented to the festival’s most outstanding band.

The festival will be open to the public.
$5 for adults and $3 for students.

Admission will be

Profits from the festival will

go to the Marshall University Band Scholarship Fund.

Participating bands and performance times are:
Class C--Springboro, Ohio, 1 p.m.; Tolsia 1:15 p.m.; Iaeger

1:30 p.m.; Blanchester, Ohio, 1:45 p.m.; Wahama 2 p.m.;
Glass B--Nitro 2:15 p.m.; Wayne 2:30 p.m.; Federal-Hocking,
Stewart, Ohio, 2:45 p.m.;

Class A--South Charleston 3 p.m.; Huntington 3:15 p.m.;
Hurricane 3:30 p.m.; Point Pleasant 3:45 p.m.

To obtain further details contact the Marshall University
Band Office, 696-2317.
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October 9, 1990

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

HUNTINGTON, W.Va.--Marshall University’s fourth annual Yeager

Symposium--"Challenges of a Changing World"--will feature presentations
on the transition from communism in Eastern Europe and danger zones
in Asia on Thursday, Oct. 11, according to Dr. William N. Denman,

director of Marshall’s Society of Yeager Scholars.
Dr. Robert E. Blobaum, associate chair and director of graduate

studies in the West Virginia University Department of History, will
discuss "The Transition from Communism in Eastern Europe" at 11 a.m.
in Old Main Auditorium.

Blobaum received his bachelor’s degree in history from the
University of Northern Colorado and his master’s and doctoral degrees
in modern European history from the University of Nebraska.

He has taught at the University of Nebraska and Central Michigan

University and served as a Mellon Postdoctoral Fellow in East
European History at Cornell University.

He also serves as a research

associate for the University Center for International Studies at the

University of Pittsburgh.

Selig S. Harrison, senior associate of the Carnegie Endowment
for International Peace in Washington, D.C., will make a presentation

titled

Danger Zones in Asia:

Afghanistan, Kashmir, Korea, and

American Policy" at 2 p.m. in Old Main Auditorium.
A former foreign correspondent for The Washington Post, Harrison
has written five books on U.S. relations with Asia and frequently

testifies as an expert witness before Congressional committees.
more
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He has appeared on numerous television programs including
11

The McNeil-Lehrer Report 11 and "Nightline" and National Public Radio's

if

All Things Considered

and "Morning Edition."

He served as South Asia bureau chief for the Associated Press

from 1951 to 1954 and South Asia bureau chief for The Washington
Post from 1962 to 1965.

He was Northeast Asia bureau chief for The

Post from 1968 to 1972.

Since joining the Carnegie Foundation in 1973, Harrison has gone
on investigative assignments every year to a variety of countries

such as India, Pakistan, Afghanistan, China, Japan and Korea.
The presentations, sponsored by Marshall's Society of Yeager

Scholars and C & P Telephone of West Virginia, will be open to the
public free of charge.

To obtain further details contact Marshall University's Society
of Yeager Scholars, 696-6763.
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October 9, 1990
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

HUNTINGTON, W.Va.--Robert V. Guthrie, one of America's leading
psychologists, will visit classes and make a public presentation at
Marshall University on Monday, Oct. 15, according to Maurice A. "Tony"
Davis, coordinator of Minority Students’ Programs at Marshall.

Guthrie will discuss clinical and abnormal psychology in
morning and afternoon classes.

During his public presentation at

4 p.m. in Memorial Student Center Room 2W22, he will discuss psychology
as it relates to African-Americans, as well as multicultural and
racial prospectives.

He is the author of such noted books as "Being Black" and

"Even the Rat was White" and numerous articles for magazines and
professional journals and publications.

"Guthrie's dynamic style and presentations relating to current
issues have put him in great demand to speak throughout the country,"
said Davis.

His presentation at 4 p.m. in Memorial Student Center will
be open to the public free of charge.

To obtain further details contact Marshall University’s
Office of Minority Students’ Programs, 696-6705.
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October 9, 1990
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

HUNTINGTON, W.Va.--Dr. Joyce Brothers, noted psychologist
and television personality, will make a presentation titled
"The Successful Woman" at Marshall University on Tuesday, Oct. 16,

at 9 p.m. in the W. Don Morris Room in Memorial Student Center.

Recognized throughout the United States, Dr. Brothers is a
columnist, author, business consultant, mother and news commentator

for ABC-TV in New York and CBS-TV in Los Angeles.
She also creates and performs in films and seminars designed
for corporate training programs and writes a daily column which
is published in more than 350 newspapers.

Her books have been

translated into 26 languages.
For the past eight years she has been listed in the Gallup Poll
of "most admired women" and the Greenwich College Research Center

has listed her among the 10 women most admired by college students.
She is a graduate of Cornell University and received her

doctorate from Columbia University.
Dr. Brothers was a member of the faculties of Hunter College

and Columbia University for six years and frequently serves as
a guest speaker and lecturer at colleges and universities.

Her presentation at Marshall is being sponsored by the

university's Campus Entertainment Unlimited Office.
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October 11, 1990For immediate release

HUNTINGTON, W. Va.

Dr. C. Leon McGahee has been made

chairman of the Department of Psychiatry at the Marshall

University School of Medicine, Dean Charles H. McKown Jr. has
announced.
McGahee, who has been acting chairman of the department,

joined the School of Medicine faculty in 1985.
”Dr. McGahee has had an outstanding service record in
behavioral medicine and glowing academic credentials,

said.

Dr. McKown

"He has shown remarkable leadership and effectiveness in

developing and maintaining programs that are mutually beneficial
for students, faculty, private practitioners and, of course, our

patients, including the many veterans who benefit from his
efforts at the VA Medical Center.

He also has an unusually

strong ability to work with people. it
McGahee said his immediate priorities as chairman will be to

further develop and improve the school's clinical training

programs and to work with staff at the VA Medical Center on the
expanded psychiatric program, including inpatient care, that will

be made possible there through completion of the new $47.5

million clinical improvement addition.

I
i

(MORE)

MCGAHEE

2

Before coining to Marshall, McGahee was an associate clinical

professor of psychiatry at the James H. Quillen College of
Medicine in Johnson City, Tenn.

He also has been an attending

psychiatrist at Bristol (Tenn.) Memorial Hospital, associate

director of psychiatry at Bronx-Lebanon Hospital Center in New

York, chief of the psychiatric outpatient division at
Metropolitan Hospital in New York City. a psychiatric consultant

for Sing-Sing Prison, and chief of the psychiatric outpatient
division of the Tokyo U.S. Army Hospital.

He is a visiting associate professor of psychiatry at the
Albert Einstein College of Medicine in New York, where he

previously served on the faculty as an associate clinical
professor.

He received his undergraduate and M.D. degrees from Emory
University in Atlanta, where he also took a surgery internship.

He did his psychiatry residency at Rockland (N.Y.) State
Hospital.
He is a fellow of the American Psychiatric Association and
the New York Academy of Medicine, as well as a member of the

Association for Academic Psychiatry and the American Medical
Association.

He is certified by the American Board of Neurology

and Psychiatry.
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October 10, 1990

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
HUNTINGTON, W.Va.--Discussions on Russia and the Middle East

will close Marshall University's fourth annual Yeager Symposium
on Friday, Oct. 12, according to Dr. William N. Denman, director

of the university's Society of Yeager Scholars.
Dr. Woodford McClellan, professor of history at the University
of Virginia, will make a presentation titled

Revolution:

11

The New Russian

Challenges and Opportunities for the West ti on Friday

at 11 a.m. in Old Main Auditorium.

McClellan, who recently spent a month in the Soviet Union,
has written a textbook titled "Russia:

A History of the Soviet

Period" and has written numerous articles for professional journals
and publications.
With the assistance of his wife, he recently translated the

newly published "Khrushchev on Khrushchev" by Sergei N. Khrushchev
and "Reminiscences of Khrushchev" by Aleksei Adzhubei.

He received his bachelor's and master's degrees from Stanford

University and his doctoral degree from the University of California

at Berkeley.

He also studied at Edinburgh (Scotland) University,

Belgrade (Yugoslavia) University and Moscow State University.

Dr. Barry Rubin, senior fellow at the Washington Institute of
Near East Policy, will discuss "The Middle East:

Prospects for

America" at 2 p.m. in Old Main Auditorium.

Rubin is considered by many to be an expert on Middle East politics,
more
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U.S. foreign policy and terrorism.

He is the author of 10 books,

co-editor of five books and the author of numerous articles.

He is a lecturer at the Johns Hopkins University School of

Advanced International Studies and a fellow at the Johns Hopkins
Foreign Policy Institute.

Rubin has served as a consultant for many government agencies
and has appeared on numerous television programs such as

Face the

Nation,” ’’The David Brinkley Show," ’’The McNeil-Lehrer News Hour” and
’’The Larry King Show.”
The presentations, sponsored by the Marshall University

Society of Yeager Scholars and C & P Telephone of West Virginia,

will be open to the public free of charge.
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October 10, 1990
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

HUNTINGTON, W.Va.--A variety of activities will take place on

the Marshall University campus in conjunction with National Collegiate
Alcohol Awareness Week, Oct. 15-20, according to Amanda Smith of
Marshall's Substance Abuse Programs Office.
This will be the seventh year National Alcohol Awareness Week

will be observed at colleges and universities throughout the United

States to promote awareness about alcohol related concerns.
Marshall’s activities will begin Monday, Oct. 15, with an
Awareness Fair at Memorial Student Center.

Various substance abuse

agencies and community organizations will set up booths to distribute
information and answer questions about alcohol related issues.
Wednesday, Oct. 17, has been designated as "Natural High" day.

Several booths in Memorial Student Center will provide positive

alternatives to drinking throughout the day.
All of the week's activities will be open to the public

free of charge.
To obtain further details about National Collegiate Alcohol
Awareness Week or activities taking place at Marshall contact the

Marshall University Substance Abuse Programs Office, 696-3111.
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October 11, 1990

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

HUNTINGTON, W.Va.—The Great Council of the United States,

Improved Order of Red Men, has conferred its highest honor on

Kenneth R. Reffeitt of Huntington, national treasurer for the
past eight years.

The rank of past great incohonee (past national president)
was conferred at the patriotic fraternal order's biennial session
held recently at the Sheraton-Tara Hotel, Danvers, Mass.
Reffeitt, a Marshall University staff member, is only the

third West Virginian to receive this title in the 143-year
history of the national lodge, oldest fraternity of American
origin and teaching.

The first was the late Thomas W. Dunfee,

great incohonee, 1942-1944.

Charles W. Hesson of Huntington was

great incohonee, 1980-1982.

All three have been members of

Huntington's Mohawk Tribe No. 11.

Honored for meritorious service, Reffeitt served as editoral
consultant for the offical history of the order published earlier
this year.

The order's history documents the group's descent

from the Sons of Liberty and the Tammany Society.

He has been a

member and recording secretary of Mohawk Tribe since 1960 and has
been grand secretary of the state lodge for the past 25 years.
At the session Reffeitt was re-elected as national

treasurer.

He was invested with the gold regalia once worn by
(MORE)
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Mr. Dunfee, gift of the late Mrs. Wylie (Chloe) Dunfee.

It was

presented by Hesson at the convention's closing session.
A former employee of the Huntington Publishing Co., Reffeitt

is a member of numerous societies including the Lolas Prose
Brewer Chapter of the National Association of Parliamentarians

and the English-Speaking Union branch of Columbus, Ohio.

He

served as coordinator of the National Degree of Pocahontas'
memorial to Princess Pocahontas at St. George's Anglican Church,
Gravesent, Kent, England, and attended the dedication of the

memorial gatewey there in 1984.
Reffeitt, gifts and exchange librarian at Marshall's James

E. Morrow Library for the past 18 years, is a 1972 graduate of
the College of Education at Marshall.

He served six years as a member of Staff Council, two years
as the representative of the classified staff to the

Institutional Board of Advisors and two years to the Advisory
Council to the Board of Regents.

Currently he is chair of the

University Appeals Committee and serves as cataloguer of the

Rosanna A. Blake Library of the Confederacy.

Reffeitt is the son of the late Kennard Lee Reffeitt and Mae
Gill Reffeitt of Huntington.

He is the grandson of the late Lon

Gill who served in 1926 as the sachem (president)

No. 11.

of Mohawk Tribe

Mrs. Reffeitt served as national president of the Degree

of Pocahontas, 1968-1970.
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October 11, 1990
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
HUNTINGTON, W.Va.—Dr. John E. Sasser, associate professor of secondary

mathematics and computer science in Marshall University’s College of Education,
has been invited to make a presentation on the Goldbach Conjecture at the section

meeting of the Mathematical Association of America which will be held Oct. 19-20
at Marietta College.

In a letter to Leonard Euler dated 1742, Christian Goldbach conjectured that
every even integer greater than two can be written as the sum of two primes in
at least one way.

Sasser’s restatement of the problem, which has remained unsolved after 250
years of unsuccessful research by mathematicians, led him to an algorithm and

hence, a computer program that generates the set of even integers as the sum of
two primes—which is what Goldbach conjectured.
When an even integer can be written as the sum of two primes in more than

one way, a sub-routine in Sasser’s program can be selected to print all possible
combinations.
Following his restatement of Goldbach’s Conjecture, Sasser said that there

are p(p-l)/2 midpoints between p consecutive prime numbers and that all the

midpoints are positive integers.
Finally, using the Prime Number Theorem, the ratio of integral midpoints

to the primes is summarized.

Sasser said his work continues in the direction of considering the relation
between the primes and the midpoints by the Riemann Zeta Function.

Sasser’s

presentation will be included in the program which will be available at the
MAA meeting.
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October 11, 1990

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

HUNTINGTON, W.Va.--The 1990 board of directors for Marshall

University’s public radio station, WMUL-FM, will include six new
members and three returning members, according to Chuck G. Bailey,

WMUL faculty manager.
Chris Cobb, a graduate student from Rainelle, will serve as

station manager.
Returning board members are:

Randy Comm of Chester, production

director; Larry Frum Jr. of Scott Depot, training coordinator, and

Derek Scott of Pineville, sports director.

New board members are:

Erik Raines of Huntington, music

director; Brad Williamson of Glenville, promotions director;
Terri Simpkins of Fairdale, traffic director; Jill McNeal of
Wheeling, program coordinator;

Paul Swann of Huntington, continuity

director, and Marti Leach of Moundsville, news director.
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October 11, 1990
For Immediate Release

HUNTINGTON, W.Va.—The Marshall University School of Journalism
Alumni Association will present its Distinguished Service Award to

Bos Johnson, a former Marshall journalism professor and a long-time
television news director, at a banquet Saturday, Oct. 20, at 6:30 p.m.

at the Holiday Inn-Gateway on U.S. 60 East.
Announcement of the award was made today by Tom D. Miller,

president of the MU School of Journalism Alumni Association.
Additional details and tickets for the banquet may be obtained
by calling Teresa Grant at (304) 529-0072 or Miller at (304) 736-1321.
Tickets are priced at $20 each.

Proceeds will be used to assist

Marshall’s W. Page Pitt School of Journalism.
Checks should be made out to "MU Alumni Association—Journalism,

n

Miller said.

Johnson currently serves as vice president for Huntington
operations of Charles Ryan Associates, the state’s largest public

relations firm.
He worked for 16 years as news director and principal anchor at
WSAZ-TV in the Huntington-Charleston market.

He also worked at radio

stations in Bluefield, Morgantown and Huntington before joining the

television station’s staff.

He joined the Marshall journalism faculty

in 1976 and resigned in 1988 to assume the Ryan Associates vice presidency.

MORE
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A Charleston native, Johnson earned his A.B. degree from West
Virginia University in 1949 and his master's degree from Marshall in

1969 .

Johnson's 6 p.m. newscast was listed as the highest-rated local

news program in the United States.

During his time as news director,

he served as the 1973-74 president of the international Radio-Television

News Directors Association (RTNDA) and president of the RTNDA Foundation.
He received the 1983 Preceptor Award from San Francisco State University

for "industry leadership" in broadcasting.

At Marshall, Johnson was responsible for all courses in the
broadcast journalism sequence.

His development of that program

culminated in 1985 when his program and the entire School of Journalism
were granted full accreditation by the American Council on Education

in Journalism.

He is married to the former Dorothy Jane Rensch, a professor
of speech at Marshall.

They are the parents of five children.
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October 15, 1990
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
HUNTINGTON, W.Va.—Applications for a limited number of graduate student
tuition waivers for Marshall University’s spring semester will be accepted
through Monday, Nov. 26, in the MU Graduate School Office, Old Main Room 113,
according to Dr. Leonard J. Deutsch, Graduate School dean.
In line with West Virginia Board of Trustees Policy Bulletin 49, priority

will be given to faculty and staff of the state’s colleges and universities and
to West Virginia residents.

A small number of waivers will be awarded to

nonresident students.

Deutsch said academic merit will be the major consideration in awarding

waivers, which cover tuition, registration and Higher Education and Faculty

Improvement fees.

Student Activity fees must be paid by the recipient.

Academic merit will be determined by grade point average and Graduate Record

Examination scores.

Students must list their GRE scores in order to be eligible

for consideration.
Up to three hours of waivers for graduate course work will be awarded to

qualified applicants.
Students interested in being considered for a Board of Trustees waiver based
on financial need criteria should contact the Graduate School Office to obtain
information on the proper procedures.

Students who previously held waivers must reapply to be considered for spring
semester waivers.

Approved waivers can be picked up at the Graduate School Office beginning

Friday, Nov. 30.

Any awarded waivers not claimed by Dec. 14 will be reassigned.

To obtain further details contact the Marshall University Graduate School
Office, 696-6606.
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October 18, 1990
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

HUNTINGTON, W.Va.--The Campus Christian Center at Marshall
University will observe United Nations Day on Oct. 24 with a

student "trialog” between the three Abrahamic faiths at 2 p.m. in
the Campus Christian Center Fellowship Hall.
"We are not seeking to convert anyone, " said Rev. James

McCune, CCC campus minister.

”We are only seeking similarities

and points of mutual belief.

So much is heard about the

divisions in the world, we are trying to find commonalities.

ii

McCune said it is no accident the panel is being held on
United Nations Day.

He said the idea behind scheduling the panel

on that date is to draw attention to the diversity and variance
of the human condition while at the same time affirming the

common humanness of all peoples.
Dr. Clair Matz, director of Marshall's Center for
International Studies, will moderate the panel comprised of
students representing the Christian faith, the Jewish faith and

the Muslim faith.
The panel is being sponsored by the International Students
and Scholars Association, the Campus Christian Center and the

Center for International Studies.
To obtain further details contact McCune at the Campus

Christian Center, 696-3054.
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October 18, 1990

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
HUNTINGTON, W.Va.—Marshall University’s Robert C. Byrd Institute for
Advanced Flexible Manufacturing Systems and Goodwill Industries have joined

forces to facilitate training for disabled and disadvantaged people, according
to Dr. Robert F. Maddox, director of the institute.

"Goodwill Industries will be surveying the employment market, the needs and
technical capabilities of the disabled community to help the Byrd Institute

determine and implement training programs for this important segment of the

population," said Maddox.

"For example, we will be targeting hearing impaired

people for training because the skills and needs blend so well between the
individuals and computer applications."

The mission of the Byrd Institute is to assist industry in becoming more
competitive through advanced technologies and management practices, including

shared facilities, shared resources, a teaching factory, research development

and training.

Maddox said a grant to conduct the survey is a portion of the ongoing support
provided for the Byrd Institute by the United States Department of Commerce
Economic Development Administration.

Goodwill Industries’ mission is to serve people with disabilities
and disadvantaged conditions and help them become competitive in the
job market.

Goodwill Industries accomplishes this goal through various vocational
training programs, according to Richard L. Coleman, president of Goodwill

Industries.

"This project is a nice marriage of missions," said Coleman.
benefit from this cooperative effort."

###
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October 18, 1990
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

HUNTINGTON, W.Va.--A videoconference titled "Seven Habits of
Highly Effective People" will be presented at Marshall University
on Thursday, Oct. 25, from 2:30 to 5 p.m. in the Shawkey Room in

Memorial Student Center.
n This

program will be the first of several workshops and

videoconferences that have been designed to help employees and

supervisors achieve greater success,

said Robert L. Lawson, director

of Continuing Education at Marshall.

"Everyone should be able to

benefit from this program which has been based on actual experiences. r i
Dr. Stephen R. Covey, chairman of the management training firm

Stephen R. Covey and Associates and The Institute for PrincipleCentered Leadership, a non-profit research and publishing entity,

will be the instructor for the program.

There will be a $35 registration fee which will include
workshop materials and a certificate of attendance.

To register or obtain further details contact Marshall University’s
Office of Continuing Education, 696-3113.
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October 18, 1990

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

HUNTINGTON, W.Va.--Dr. Robert L. Dingman of Marshall University's

Department of Counseling and Rehabilitation has been presented the
1990 Service to the Counseling Profession Award by the West Virginia
Association for Counseling and Development.

The award was presented during the WVACD conference held
recently in Morgantown.

Dingman, who is president of the American

Association of State Counseling Boards, made a presentation titled

"Helping Clients Build Self-confidence" during the conference.
Dingman’s wife, Dr. Janet S. Dingman, was elected president-elect
of the West Virginia Association for Counseling and Development and

will assume the WVACD presidency in 1992.

She is a counselor in private practice and a part-time faculty

member in Marshall's Department of Counseling and Rehabilitation.
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October 19, 1990
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
HUNTINGTON, W.Va.--Marshall University will mark the 45th
anniversary of the United Nations with a Friendship Circle around

Memorial Fountain outside Memorial Student Center on Wednesday,
Oct. 24, at 1:45 p.m., according to Dr. Clair W. Matz, director of

the Center for International Studies.
’’We'll gather around the fountain, hold hands and sing a
verse of ’’Let There be Peace in the World,” said R. Dwayne Johnson,
president of Marshall’s Model U.N. Club.

"Then we’ll have a

minute of silence for world peace.”
The United Nations was established on Oct. 24, 1945, and

recently has attracted renewed interest from scholars and citizens
for the role it has played in resolving world conflicts.
it

The United Nations is a wonderful tool for world cooperation

when its members agree to act,” said Johnson.
Marshall’s activities are being sponsored by the International

Students and Scholars Association, the Model U.N. Club, the Campus
Christian Center and the Center for International Studies.
To obtain further details contact Matz at the Center for

International Studies, 696-2465.
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October 19, 1990

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
HUNTINGTON, W.Va.--The Southwest Chapter of Software Valley
Corporation is sponsoring an essay contest for grade school and

middle school students in conjunction with "Computer Literacy Month,

according to Dr. Robert F. Maddox, chapter president and executive
assistant to the president for research and economic development

outreach at Marshall University.
Students will write a one-page essay titled "My Future with

a Computer" and submit the essay to their school principals.
Three winners in each divison (grade school and middle school)
will be selected from each of the following counties:

Cabell,

Wayne, Putnam, Lincoln, Logan, Mason and Mingo.
All 42 winners will receive a $50 savings bond which will
be presented during an awards luncheon Nov. 9 in Huntington.

The winning essays will be reproduced and bound for distribution
in the schools.
Maddox said Software Valley was established to improve and

expand the economic climate of West Virginia through modern technology

and improved education.
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October 23, 1990
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
HUNTINGTON, W.Va.--A seminar titled "How to Motivate and

Influence:

Strategies for Success" will be sponsored by Marshall

University’s Community College and Professional Secretaries
International on Tuesday, Oct. 30, from 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. at the

University Holiday Inn. 1415 Fourth Ave.
"Executives, managers, supervisors, secretaries and other
office professionals who desire to assess and improve their motivational

and communication skills, deal with conflicts and confrontations and

work more effectively with difficult people should benefit from the

program," said Robert L. Lawson, director of Marshall’s Office of
Continuing Education.

Participants will learn how to motivate and influence people,
how to deal with conflicts and confrontations, how to "come across"
in meetings and presentations, how to handle tough people and tough

situations, how to understand non-verbal signals and how to build

trust and confidence with other people.
Evelyn K. Rice, president of Rice and Associates in Greensboro,
N.C., will be the instructor for the seminar.

Ms. Rice has made

similar presentations throughout the east for educational organizations

and industries such as IBM, Dupont and U.S. Sprint.
There will be a $98 registration fee which includes seminar
materials and lunch.

To register or obtain further details contact

Marshall University's Office of Continuing Education, 696-3011.
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October 23, 1990
For Immediate Release

HUNTINGTON, W.Va.—Marshall University Comptroller Ted W.

Massey has been apointed acting associate vice president for
finance, MU Interim President Alan B. Gould announced today.

Gould said Massey will serve as the university's chief
financial officer until such time as Vice President for Finance

Herbert J. Karlet is able to resume his responsibilities.

Karlet

and his wife, Luanna, were seriously injured in an automobile
accident Saturday, Oct. 6.

Massey has been a member of the finance division's staff
since 1979.

He also has been employed in the financial affairs

sections of the West Virginia College of Graduate Studies, the

University of Charleston and the West Virginia Board of Regents.
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October 5, 1990

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
HUNTINGTON, W.Va.--Marshall University's Office of Returning
Students’ Programs will sponsor a "First Step" seminar for adults

who would like an overview of the university on Thursday, Oct. 18,
at 12:15 p.m. in Prichard Hall Room 143.

Marshall counselors will conduct the informal workshops and
discuss admissions, placement tests, orientation, registration,
financial aid and personal goal setting, according to Donnalee

Cockrille, director of the program.
"This program will be particularly helpful for those just

exploring the idea of returning to school," said Ms. Cockrille.
The program, which will be open to the public free of charge,

will be repeated Thursday, Oct. 25.
To register or obtain further details contact the Marshall
University Office of Returning Students’ Programs, 696-3112 or

696-3338.
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October 24, 1990

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
HUNTINGTON, W.Va.--Approximately 1,000 students from high
schools in West Virginia, Ohio and Kentucky are expected to take
part in Marshall University’s National Merit Semi-Finalist and

Honor Graduate Day on Thursday, Nov. 1, according to MU Admissions
Director James W. Harless.

Participants will receive information on academic opportunities
offered by Marshall, scholarships, student financial aid, honors
programs, the School of Medicine, the Society of Yeager Scholars

and other topics of interest to college-bound students.
Marshall Interim President Alan B. Gould will welcome the

students to the university and representatives from each college
and school will be available to talk with the students.

Activities will begin with registration at 8:30 a .m. in
Memorial Student Center.

The event will end with a luncheon in

honor of the students at noon in the W. Don Morris Room.
Harless said the university started National Merit Semi-Finalist

and Honor Graduate Day in 1972 to inform academically gifted students

about special programs offered at Marshall.
To obtain further details about National Merit Semi-Finalist

and Honor Graduate Day contact the Marshall University Admissions
Office, 696-3160.
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October 24, 1990

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

HUNTINGTON, W.Va.--Marshall University will hold its sixth annual

Honors Weekend for outstanding black high school students on

Friday and Saturday, Nov. 2-3.
The purpose of the event is to give recognition to outstanding

black students from Tri-State area high schools, let them know

Marshall is interested in them and encourage them to continue
their educations, according to Kenneth E. Blue, associate dean

for student affairs at Marshall.
Students, who were selected for recognition by their high
school principals and counselors, will participate in a variety of

activities which will include recreational activities and presentations

on academics and campus life.
Activities also have been planned for the students’ parents

who will have an opportunity to meet with representatives from

Marshall’s schools and colleges.

The Honors Banquet will be held at 6:30 p.m. Friday in the W. Don

Morris Room in Memorial Student Center where the students will
receive certificates and awards in recognition of their achievements.

Dr. Kevin S. Smith of Louisville, Ky., will be the guest speaker

for the banquet.

An instructor in anesthesiology at the University

of Louisville School of Medicine, Smith received his bachelor's

degree in zoology from Marshall and his doctor of medicine degree

from the Marshall School of Medicine.
A native of Logan County and a former member of the Marshall
more
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University Thundering Herd football team, Smith specializes in

cardiothoracic anesthesia and pediatric anesthesia.
He is a member of the American Society of Anesthesiologists,

the Southern Medical Association, the Kentucky Medical Association,
the Louisville Society of Anesthesiologists and the International
Anesthesia Research Society.

The activities will end Saturday afternoon when the students and

parents will be Marshall's guests at the MU-Appalachian State football
game.

To obtain further details about Honors Weekend activities

contact the Office of the Associate Dean for Student Affairs, 696-5430.
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October 25, 1990

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

HUNTINGTON, W.Va. — Dr. Margaret A. Lavery of the Marshall University

School of Medicine has received a national award for an article describing her long-term
follow-up study of a behavioral weight control program, the largest study of its kind.

Dr. Lavery received the Huddleson Award of the American Dietetic Association last
week at the association’s annual meeting in Denver. The award honors a dietitian who has

made important professional contributions through original research, innovations in practice,

or insightful review. It includes a cash award of $1,000.
Dr. Lavery’s study looked at the weights of approximately 500 patients two years
after they had completed a weight-loss program. Her analysis covered more than average

weight loss of the group: it also used three new yardsticks which can help better measure a

program’s effectiveness, Dr. Lavery said.

"Looking just at averages, we found that the participants, as a group, weighed 5.8
pounds less than they did two years ago when they enrolled in the eight-week weight-loss
program," she said.

"However, the range of weight change after the two-year follow-up period was quite
extensive," she added. "One person had lost 71 pounds; another had gained 47. By looking

at these other measurements, we were able to see that 16 percent of the participants lost at
least 10 percent of their body weight. This is of great importance because it has been shown

(MORE)

LAVERY - 2

that the health risks related to obesity can be reduced with a modest reduction of 10 percent
of body weight.

"In addition, 36 percent of the people maintained or increased the weight loss
achieved during treatment, and more than 65 percent weighed less after two years than they
did when the study started," she said.

The weight-loss program in which patients participated included training in behavior
modification techniques as well as traditional diet and exercise components. The results of

the follow-up study show that this combined approach can have a lasting impact on obese
people, Dr. Lavery said.

"Although behavioral treatment programs provide some degree of success, they are by
no means the complete solution," she noted. "Clearly we need to improve our methods and

achieve a greater success rate."

She said the implications of the study are particularly important in West Virginia.
"Statistics show that we have a particularly high percentage of people who are significantly
overweight," she said. "For those individuals who are seeking help, the recommended

treatment of choice is a weight-control program that includes a sensible diet, exercise and

behavior modification.”
The article for which Dr. Lavery was honored was published in the Sept. 1989 edition

of the Journal of the American Dietetic Association.

Dr. Lavery, a registered dietitian, received her doctorate in public health from the
University of Texas in Houston. She is a clinical instructor in medicine at Marshall. In

addition, she has provided dietetic services for various public, private and academic
institutions.
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Oct. 26, 1990
For Immediate Release

HUNTINGTON, W.Va.

Sue W. Welty, who served 10 years in

development and community relations at WPBY-TV in Huntington, has

joined the Marshall University staff as director of development.
Dr. Edward G. "Ned” Boehm Jr., MU vice president for

institutional advancement, said Ms. Welty will be responsible for
assisting in The Campaign for Marshall, a $10-million capital and

endowment fund drive. She also will work on major gift proposals
and grant requests.
"During the two-and-a-half years Sue Welty was marketing

director for WPBY-TV, she increased corporate support for the

public broadcasting station by 61 percent,” Boehm said. ”We're
very fortunate to have her join us in soliciting support for
Marshall."
A native of Troy, Pa., Ms. Welty received a B.Ed. degree in

early childhood and elementary education from the University of

Miami, Coral Gables, Fla., in 1977, and an M.Ed. degree in 1979
in college student personnel administration, also from the
University of Miami.

Ms. Welty joined WPBY in 1979 as volunteer coordinator, a
position she held until 1984 when she took over duties as special

projects manager for the station. She became marketing director
in April 1987.

-30-
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October 27, 1990

For immediate release

HUNTINGTON, W. Va. — The Norval Carter Memorial Medical

Society has presented a $1,000 gift to the Health Science
Libraries of the Marshall University School of Medicine.

The gift, presented by Dr. Anthony Bowdler of the school's
faculty, is being used for books to upgrade the library's

collection, according to Director Edward Dzierzak.
The Norval Carter Memorial Medical Society is a charitable

organization which assists medical students and is supported by
senior physicians in the Huntington area.

Its major activity is

providing a scholarship fund.

The society was formed more than 40 years ago to honor
Carter, a Huntington physician who was with the Army Medical

Corps and died during the D-Day invasion of Normanday in World
War II.
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October 29, 1990

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
HUNTINGTON, W.Va.--The Southwest Chapter of Software Valley Inc.

has elected new officers for 1990-91, according to Dr. Robert F.
Maddox, executive assistant to the president for research and

economic development outreach at Marshall University, who was
re-elected president of the organization.

Other officers of the Southwest Chapter of Software Valley

are :

Leo MacCourtney, vice president for community affairs at WOWK-TV,

vice president; Richard C. Smoot, director of the Economic Development

Administration Technical Assistance Program at Marshall University,
secretary and parliamentarian; Howard Sutherland, director of community
development for the Matewan National Bank, treasurer; Ken Warner of

Strictly Business Computer Systems, at-large member; Tom Bell of

SEP Inc., alternate at-large member, and Crista Christian, office
manager for the Automation and Robotic Applications Center at Marshall,

coordinator.
The mission of Software Valley is to stimulate economic

development through the promotion of computer literacy, the development
of a regional computer industry and the transfer of technology

among educational, commercial and public sector interests.
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October 29, 1990
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

HUNTINGTON, W.Va.--Dr. Edgar W. Miller, director of financial
aid at Marshall University, has received the Presidential Award from

the Midwest Association of Student Financial Aid Administrators,
according to Dr. Nell C. Bailey, vice president for student affairs
at Marshall.

The award is annually presented to a MASFAA member who has
exhibited exemplary leadership and service to the student financial

aid profession.

It was presented to Miller at the organization’s

annual meeting held recently in Cincinnati.

A member of the Marshall University staff since 1981, Miller

has served MASFAA as an elected delegate, Executive Council member and
chairman of the Professional Development Committee.

originated the idea for the MASFAA symposium

the 1990s:

Miller also

titled "Financial Aid in

Preparing for the 21st Century” which featured nationally

known speakers and focused on the future of American postsecondary
education and the financial aid profession.

The Midwest Association of Student Financial Aid Administrators is

comprised of more than 1,000 members who administer college and
university financial aid programs and provide training and professional

development opportunities in nine states throughout the Midwest.
A native of Huntington, Miller received his bachelor’s and

master’s degrees from Marshall and his doctorate in educational
administration through the cooperative program between Marshall and

West Virginia University.
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October 30, 1990

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

HUNTINGTON, W.Va.--West Virginia recently became the first
state in the country to require at least one semester of parenting
education be offered in every high school, according to Maudie

Karickhoff, assistant professor of home economics at Marshall

University, who served as the director of curriculum development

for the program.
A 1988 state Legislative mandate in Senate Bill 255, the child

abuse bill, established that parenting be implemented in West Virginia

by the fall of 1990.
The West Virginia Board of Education responded by requiring

that at least one semester of parenting be offered in the home

economics program in every high school in the state.

Marshall University and the West Virginia Department of
Education worked in cooperation to develop the program that is

being offered.
Ms. Karickhoff served as director of the project and editor
of the curriculum.

Twenty home economics teachers from throughout

the state served as a steering committee and developed materials

which were included in the course curriculum.
The course includes three major areas of focus:

encouraging

students to delay parenting until they are physically, emotionally

and financially ready for parenting; development of skills and
attitudes needed for nurturing and guiding relative to children’s

more
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food, health, play and discipline needs, and developing and
utilizing family and community/societal resources for optimizing
parenting.

Research indicates that effective parenting skills can be
learned and the public school system provides the greatest opportunity

to deliver such a program to the maximum number of students, according
to Robin White, state supervisor of home economics education.

Approximately 200 teachers received two days of inservice

training in parenting and the use of the critical thinking, problem

solving approach to teaching/learning which is inherent in the
course.
"Although the course is not a graduation requirement, it
is an excellent program and a definite move in the right direction,”
said Ms. Karickhoff.

!t

We would like for parents, interested persons

and community groups and organizations to get involved and support
this important project which has such promise for preventing

child abuse and enabling future parents to do their job in a more
competent manner.”

Steering committee members who assisted with the development
of the parenting curriculum were:

more
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TEACHER

SCHOOL

COUNTY

Betty Loyd

Barbour

Barbour County Vocational School

Nancy Eshleman

Upshur

Buckhannon-Upshur High School

Carole Ralston

Upshur

Buckhannon-Upshur High School

Sandra Garrett Lutz

Harrison

Bridgeport High School

Donna White

Ritchie

Ritchie County High School

Marilyn Bisher

Jefferson

Jefferson High School

Mourine Wysopal

Hampshire

W.Va. Schools for the Deaf & Blind

Linda Amos

Marshall

John Marshall High School

Catherine Leatherman

Wood

Parkersburg South High School

Linda Ellison

Kanawha

Capitol High School

Patricia Raines

Jackson

Ripley High School

Charletta Brooks

Mingo

Gilbert High School

Sue Lacy (retired)

Mingo

Wilma Murrell

Cabell

Milton High School

Debra Kilcollin

Greenbrier

Greenbrier East High School

Alice Wise

Randolph

Elkins High School

Nancy Baker

McDowell

Mt. View High School

Suzanne Floyd

Marion

North Marion High School

Patricia Vannoy

Roane

Spencer High School
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October 31, 1990

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

HUNTINGTON, W.Va.--Dr. Dorothy E. Hicks, professor in Marshall

University's Department of Health, Physical Education and Recreation,
has been presented the Ray 0. Duncan Award by the West Virginia
Association for Health, Physical Education, Recreation and Dance.
The award, the highest honor given by the WVAHPERD, was presented

to Dr. Hicks during the association’s recent conference held in
Huntington.

She was presented the award for her outstanding work and service

to the profession and the association.
A member of the Marshall faculty since 1969, Dr. Hicks has

served the university in a number of capacities including chairwoman
of the former women’s physical education department, associate
athletic director and coach of the women’s golf team.
She has served as Marshall's representative to the National

Collegiate Athletic Association and recently was one of 16 faculty

athletic representatives selected to participate in an NCAA Round

Table on the role of the FAR in the area of institutional compliance.

Dr. Hicks received her bachelor's and master's degrees from
George Peabody College and her doctorate from the University of

Tennessee.
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October 31, 1990
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

HUNTINGTON, W.Va.--A teleconference titled

Performance

Appraisals That Work” will be held at Marshall University on

Wednesday, Nov. 14, from 2 to 3:30 p.m. in Memorial Student Center.
The program will explain how to conduct the appraisal process

to enhance employee performance and foster productive relationships,
according to Robert L. Lawson, director of continuing education at
Marshall University’s Community College.

It also will focus on the

attitude, planning and approach needed to conduct dynamic and

positive appraisal discussions.
Course objectives include establishing a work climate conducive

to productive performance appraisals, initiating and maintaining
positive communication about work performance versus work expectation,

preparing and conducting performance discussions that encourage
an exchange of information and produce better results and helping

employees prepare for performance appraisals.
Robert B. Maddux, senior vice president and director of professional
services at Right Associates, a management consultant firm, will be

the instructor for the program.
There will be a $35 registration fee for the teleconference and

workshop materials.

To register or obtain further details contact the Marshall
University Office of Continuing Education, 696-3113.

#//#
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October 31, 1990
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
HUNTINGTON, W.Va.--Programs for Adults in Career Transition
(PACT) will be held at Marshall University on Nov. 8, 15 and 29

at 12:15 p.m. in Prichard Hall Room 143.
The course has been designed for men and women who are
exploring new career options, according to Donnalee Cockrille,
coordinator of women's and returning students' programs at Marshall.

Topics will include career assessment and exploration, resume

writing, interviewing techniques and personal development.

To register or obtain further details contact Ms. Cockrille
at Marshall University, 696-3112 or 696-3338.
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November 1, 1990

For immediate release

HUNTINGTON, W.Va.

Dr. Sasha Zill of the Marshall

University School of Medicine has received a two-year, $61,771
grant from the Whitehall Foundation to study how animals keep

their balance even when they are in an unstable environment.
The project is an extension of previous work, also funded by

Whitehall, in which Zill studied how the brain responds to

messages from sensory receptors in the joints.
Zill and his collaborator, laboratory assistant Faith
Frazier, now will try to learn how the nervous system’s

’’circuitry” processes information from various sense organs so

that the body responds appropriately to changes in the

environment.
"If you are standing on a moving bus, your body must be able
to adjust your posture as the bus changes position," he

explained.

"For most people this is no problem, but there are

certain brain diseases which affect people’s ability to stand and
maintain a standing position.

We hope to develop a model system

for understanding how animals — including humans — maintain
their balance.”

Zill's research application, which competed with more than

100 others, was one of only 11 projects funded this year by the
Whitehall Foundation.
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November 1, 1990

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

HUNTINGTON, W. Va.

Dr. Timothy DeEulis, the state's only

physician board-certified in treating gynecologic cancer, has
joined the full-time faculty of the Marshall University School of

Medicine.
DeEulis had become a part-time faculty member at Marshall

earlier this year.
Dr. Berel Held, chairman of obstetrics and gynecology, said

DeEulis provides management for all phases of gynecologic cancer

treatment, including surgical therapy, chemotherapy and the
medical complications that arise from the disease and its

treatment.
"Dr. DeEulis really brings a unique talent to the state and

the school," said Held.

”He is a superbly trained physician who

has already had an impact on health care for the citizens in our

community and region.

He's also an outstanding teacher.”

DeEulis received his M.D. degree from West Virginia
University and did his fellowship in gynecologic oncology at the

Roswell Park Memorial Institute in Buffalo, N.Y.

He previously

served on the faculties of the University of Cincinnati, the
University of Pennsylvania and Hahnemann University.
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November 2, 1990

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
HUNTINGTON, W.Va.--Marshall University’s SCORES (Search

Committee on Recruiting Excellent Students) Department will hold

it annual recognition luncheon on Friday, Nov. 9, from 11:30 a.m.
to 1 p.m. in the W. Don Morris Room in Memorial Student Center,
according to Dr. Ralph Taylor, director of the program.
The SCORES program is designed to interest talented high
school students in pursuing higher education at Marshall.

Taylor said the recognition luncheon is a way to help kickoff

the 1991 Academic Festival, which will be held March 16, and thank
high school principals, counselors, teachers and advisers for the
work and preparation they put forth in registering students and

presenting the academic contests for the annual competition.

More

than 200 principals and counselors have been invited to attend the

luncheon.

The Academic Festival attracts approximately 4,000 juniors
and seniors from more than 200 high schools in West Virginia,
Kentucky and Ohio.

Taylor said the festival is a spirited academic competition

where students vie for top honors in various contests designed to
test their knowledge.
To obtain further details about the SCORES Academic Festival

or the recognition luncheon contact the Marshall University
SCORES Office, 696-6752.
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November 2, 1990
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
HUNTINGTON, W.Va.--The Southwest Chapter of Software Valley
Corporation will hold its Computer Literacy Month awards luncheon

on Friday, Nov. 9, at noon at the University Holiday Inn, according

to Dr. Robert F. Maddox, chapter president and executive assistant
to the president for research and economic development outreach
at Marshall University.

Forty-two students from grade schools and middle schools in
Cabell, Wayne, Putnam, Lincoln, Logan, Mason and Mingo counties

will be recognized as the winners of Software Valley's essay

contest being held in conjunction with Computer Literacy Month.

Students were asked to write a one-page essay titled
11

My Future with a Computer.

I1

Each of the 42 winners will receive

a $50 savings bond at the awards luncheon.

Winning essays will be reproduced and bound for distribution
in area schools.
Maddox said Software Valley was established to improve and

expand the economic climate of West Virginia through modern

technology and improved education.
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November 2, 1990
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

HUNTINGTON, W.Va.--Marshall University will hold a special

memorial service on Wednesday, Nov. 14, at 7 p.m. on the Memorial
Student Center Plaza to mark the 20th anniversary of the 1970
airplane crash which took place near Tri-State Airport.

Seventy-five Marshall football players, coaches, administrators,

students, friends from the community and flight crew members lost

their lives in the crash.
”It was a tragedy that touched the lives of many people,” said

Dr. Nell C. Bailey, vice president for student affairs at Marshall
and a member of the memorial service steering committee.

something that people in this area will never forget.

”It is

Many people’s

lives were directly affected and many other people were indirectly
affected.

This was one of those events that happen in a person’s

lifetime that always will be remembered.

’’Its one of those dates that are etched in our memories...
Dec . 7, 1941; Nov. 22, 1963; July 20, 1969...Nov. 14, 1970.”

The ceremony will begin with the presentation of the colors

by cadets from Marshall's Military Science Department.

Parker Ward, a local businessman whose father was killed in

the crash, will introduce several guest speakers whose lives were
affected by the crash.

Guest speakers will include Jack Lengyel, athletic director
at the United States Naval Academy, who coached Marshall's first

more
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football team after the crash; Ed Starling, who came to MU in

1969 as an assistant basketball coach and was named acting athletic
director after the crash and recently retired as associate athletic

director, and Courtney Proctor Cross, a Marshall graduate whose parents
died in the crash.

Music will be provided by the Marshall University Brass Quintet,
Chamber Choir and Mass Choir.

Rev. Bob Bondurant, Presbyterian campus minister, will give a
prayer of the people.

A wreath will be placed at the foot of Memorial Fountain by

Derek Grier, a co-captain of the 1990 football team, and Tom Hayden,
student body president.

Memorial Fountain, created by the late internationally-known
sculptor Harry Bertoia, then will be symbolically turned off for the
winter.

Bertoia described the fountain, dedicated to those who died

in the crash, as conveying "the living, rather than commemorating
Death itself, in the waters of life, rising, renewing, reaching to

express upward growth, immortality and eternality. 11
Taps will signal the end of the ceremony, which will be

followed by a reception in Memorial Student Center.

Philip E. Cline,

president of The Marshall University Foundation, Lengyel and Joe
Feaganes, assistant athletic director, will make special announcements

during the reception.
"We are expecting a large crowd for this 20th anniversary

memorial service,

11

said Dr. Bailey.

"Many of the victims’ relatives

from all over and many local residents have expressed interest in
the ceremony this year.

We hold a service every year, but this one

seems a little more special."
more
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Members of the memorial service steering committee are:

Dr. Bailey; Parker Ward; Keith Morehouse, a WOWK-TV reporter whose

father was killed in the crash; Nate Ruffin, personnel director for
the Huntington Herald-Dispatch, who was a member of the 1970
football team; Dr. Ed Miller, director of financial aid at

Marshall; Dr. Don Robertson, associate dean for student affairs;
Dr. Carolyn Hunter, assistant vice president for institutional
advancement, and Myra Crockett, student representative.
The service is being sponsored by Marshall's Student Government

Association.
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HUNTINGTON, W.Va.--Dr. James W. Harless, director of admissions
at Marshall University, has been presented the Anderson-Milam Award
by the West Virginia Association of Collegiate Registrars and

Admissions Officers, according to Patricia Gebhart, WVACRAO past
president and chairwoman of the award selection committee.

The Anderson-Milam Award, the association's highest honor,
was presented to Harless for his outstanding service to the
organization and the collegiate admissions and records profession.

The award was presented during the WVACRAO fall conference at

Alpine Lake.

Ms. Gebhart said qualities such as humility, professionalism,
dedication, comradery, fairness and unselfishness are considered

when selecting award recipients.
The award serves as a memorial to J. Douglas Anderson who

worked for many years at West Virginia State College and Otis H.

Milam Jr. who served as registrar and director of admissions at
Fairmont State College.
Harless joined the Marshall staff in 1967 as assistant director
of admissions and was named director in 1971.

Prior to accepting a position at Marshall, he was a teacher
and counselor at Man High School and served as director of the
former Marshall University Logan Branch.

more
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He received his bachelor’s degree from Morris Harvey College
(now the University of Charleston) and his master's degree from
Marshall.

He received his doctorate from Nova University, Fort

Lauderdale, Fla.
Harless has been active in numerous professional and

community organizations and is a member of the board of trustees

of the American College Testing (ACT) Program.
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HUNTINGTON, W.Va.--Dr. Clair W. Matz, director of Marshall
University's Center for International Studies, and Sharon Davis,
a Marshall student who studied in France last summer, will participate

in a statewide teleconference focusing on study abroad on Wednesday,
Nov. 14, from 3 to 4:30 p.m.
The purpose of the program, which will link 20 colleges and

universities in West Virginia, is to inform students about study
abroad opportunities and the virtures of foreign study as part of

a well-rounded undergraduate education, according to Matz.

Although most of the program will originate from the campus of

West Virginia University, Matz and Ms. Davis will participate from

the television studios in the Marshall Communications Building.
The teleconference will include one hour of presentations and
and 30 minutes of interactive questions and answers with viewers.

Interested persons may watch the teleconference from Marshall’s
Communications Building as part of the live audience.

Reservations

will be required.

To make reservations or obtain further details contact the
Marshall University Center for International Studies, 696-2465.
The program is being sponsored by the West Virginia FACDIS
(Faculty and Course Development in International Studies) International
Studies Consortium.
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

HUNTINGTON, W.Va.--Dr. Na'im Akbar, a research assistant in
clinical psychology at Florida State University, will be the keynote

speaker for Marshall University’s observance of Black Awareness Week
on Sunday, Nov. 11, at 5 p.m. in the W. Don Morris Room in Memorial

Student Center.

Maurice A. "Tony” Davis, coordinator of minority students’
programs at Marshall, said Akbar has been described as one of the
world’s pre-eminent African-American psychologists and a pioneer
in the development of an African-centered approach to modern
psychology.

Akbar received his undergraduate and doctoral degrees in

psychology from the University of Michigan.

He has written numerous articles and four books related to
the personality development of African-American people and has

appeared on such national forums as ’’Tony Brown's Journal,”

"The Phil Donahue Show,” ’’The Oprah Winfrey Show” and "Geraldo.”
He also has been the subject of feature articles in several
national publications.
Akbar has received numerous awards for his work and has

presented more than 150 lectures throughout the United States,
Europe, Africa and Asia.
He formerly served as chairman of the Psychology Department
at Morehouse College, director of the Office of Human Development

more
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for the American Muslim Mission and president of the National
Association of Black Psychologists.

He also has been listed in

"Who’s Who in Black America."

Other special activities planned at Marshall during
Black Awareness Week include:
--Nov. 13, Game Night at 7 p.m. in Memorial Student Center.
--Nov. 14, A forum titled "Malcolm X:

A Tower of Power"

at 6:30 p.m. in the lounge on the eighth floor of Smith Hall;
the band

it

Windj ammer it will perform at 9 p.m. in Marcos in Memorial

Student Center.
--Nov. 15, A reception--African/African-American students’
appreciation for Marshall’s Black Administrators, Faculty and

Staff Organization--at 4 p.m. in Memorial Student Center.

--Nov. 16, Movies at 5 p.m. and 8 p.m. in Marcos.
The week’s events are being sponsored by the Minority

Students’ Programs Office, Black United Students, Black Greek

Council, Campus Entertainment Unlimited, Kappa Alpha Psi,
the MU Social Work Department, the NAACP, the Beacon Digest and
the Huntington Herald-Dispatch/Gannett.

To obtain further details about the activities contact

Marshall University’s Office of Minority Students' Programs,

696-6705.
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HUNTINGTON, W.Va.

Dr. Richard J. Baltaro of the Marshall

University School of Medicine has won the 1990 Pathology Resident
Award competition sponsored by the American Society of Clinical

Pathologists (ASCP) and the College of American Pathologists

(CAP).
The award and a $500 prize were presented at the ASCP/CAP
joint meeting held in Dallas October 20-26.

ASCP and CAP are the'

leading national organizations for pathologists.
Dr. Baltaro won first prize in clinical pathology for a

paper on a new test he helped develop and put into clinical use.
Dr. Baltaro's test, which aids in the diagnosis of vascular

diseases, determines whether auto-antibodies are present in the
blood.

These are antibodies produced in certain diseases against

one's own white cells.

The paper is based on research he

conducted at the National Institutes of Health (NIH) where he was
a senior staff fellow in the clinical pathology department from
July 1988 to July 1990.

Dr. Baltaro joined the MU School of Medicine as assistant

professor of pathology in August.

He plans to continue his

research project here in collaboration with NIH.

His other positions include Clinical Pathology Fellow,
George Washington University Hospital (1987-88); Pathology
(MORE)

Baltaro
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Resident, Brown University (1983-87); and Emergency Assistant

Medical Examiner, State of Rhode Island, 1985-87). He received a
B.A. from Earlham College in Richmond, Indiana, a Ph.D. from the

University of Rome and an M.D. from Catholic University, both in
Rome, Italy.

Dr. Baltaro is board certified in anatomical and

clinical pathology and in immunopathology.
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HUNTINGTON, W.Va.

Dr. Stebbins B. Chandor of the Marshall

University School of Medicine was recently elected to a threeyear term on the board of directors of the American Society of

Clinical Pathologists (ASCP).
Dr. Chandor, who is associate dean for clinical affairs and
chairman of the pathology department at Marshall, was elected at

ASCP's joint meeting with the College of American Pathologists
October 20-26 in Dallas.

ASCP and CAP are the leading national

professional organizations in the pathology field.

Dr. Chandor has served ASCP in many capacities since joining
in 1964. He is currently a deputy commissioner for continuing

education, a director and faculty member for several professional
workshops and a member of the Practice Parameters and Clinical

Outcome Committee.
time member of CAP.

Dr. Chandor has also been an active and long-

At present he is the state and deputy

regional commissioner of CAP'S laboratory inspection and

accreditation program.

30
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

HUNTINGTON, W.Va.--Eighty-two Marshall University journalism
students have been awarded W. Page Pitt scholarships for the fall

semester by the university’s W. Page Pitt School of Journalism.
The scholarships, named in honor of the founder of the university’s

School of Journalism, were awarded by journalism faculty members
on the basis of general merit and financial need, according to

Harold C. Shaver, director of the School of Journalism.

W. Page Pitt served as chairman of Marshall’s School of
Journalism from 1926 through 1971 and was nationally known for
his work in journalism education.

During his tenure at Marshall,

the journalism enrollment grew from five students in one class to

more than 500 students taking 43 courses.

Pitt received many honors for his work and was recognized by

the West Virginia Senate as the ’’Grand Old Man of Journalism in
West Virginia.”

Recipients of the scholarships for this semester were:

HUNTINGTON

- Duane Rankin, Aik Wah Leow, Ric A. Massie,

Tammi Ratliff, Gregory Learning, Kim Taylor, Michael D. Kennedy,
Clifford A. Pierro, Julie Vencill, Brad Brizendine, Mary Margaret

Thomasson, Jeremy Learning, Vanessa G. Thomas, Mary L. Calhoun,
Michelle R. Schott, Christopher Rice, LaRita C. Pike, Hong-Zheng Xie,
Dan Adkins;

more
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Cara Ann

Jon C. Hancock, Todd Burns; BELLE

BECKLEY

Hedrick; BELLEVILLE -- Matthew Lyons; BLUEFIELD -- Kimberly
Kendall; CAMDEN-ON-GAULEY -- Yvonne McCourt; CHARLESTON -- Larry

Boggess, Karen Klein, Julie Weikle, Colleen M. O’Neill;
CLENDENIN -- Kelli Hunt; CROSS LANES -- Tawny H. Swain;

Kevin D. Melrose; ELKVIEW -- Amy L. Angel, Andrew

ELIZABETH

Scott Alan Cosco; FORT GAY

McMo rr ow; FAIRMONT

R. Martin Spears;

KENNA -- James Bailey; LAVALETTE

Steven Keith, Dell Beth Damron,

Melissa Darlene Keith; LEWISBURG

Susan Hellems; MADISON

Christine

Jarzynski; MOUNDSVILLE -- Marti A. Leach; NEW MARTINSVILLE -- Tracy
Mallett; NITRO -- Penny L. Moss; OAK HILL

ONA

Lalena D. Price;

Tina M. Alford, Andrea B. Bond;

PARKERSBURG

Robert L.

- Pat Sanders, Melissa A. Rake; PETERSBURG

Fouch; PINEVILLE -- Chris Ann Stoutamyer; RAVENSWOOD -- Paula Marko;

REEDY

Shawn M. Ramsey; RIPLEY -- Erica Britton; SALT ROCK -- Michelle

Porter; SANDSTONE

Heather A. Mills; SHINNSTON

SMOOT -- Melody J. Kincaid; ST. ALBANS

Sara E. Roy;

John K. Baldwin, Michael

Belcher; SUTTON

Diana L. Long, Christine Grishkin;

VIENNA

Diane E. Allman, Carrie E. Strader; WALKER

L. Schott; WASHINGTON

Patricia

Jodi A. Thomas; WAYNE -- Brian Christopher

Dickerson, Sara B. Jarrell; WEST HAMLIN -- Kristy L. Stratton;
GEORGIA

- Stefanie Fleenor, Rosewell; ILLINOIS

- Ana Menendez,

Aurora; KENTUCKY -- Teresa Nickell, Ashland; Sandra Savage, Ashland;

David L. Swint, Grayson; Theresa Fowler, Wurtland; MASSACHUSETTS Jonathan D. Mori, Wayland; OHIO -- Matt Topping, Coal Grove;

more
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Jennifer Nicole Sias, South Point; Ella Bandy, Homeworth;

VIRGINIA -- Crystal Alger, Berryville; Michael Hodgins, Reston.
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HUNTINGTON, W.Va.--Marshall University’s College of Business

has received a $2,438 grant from Ashland Oil Inc., according to
Dr. Robert P. Alexander, dean of the College of Business.

The grant will be used to assist the College of Business in

the process required to gain accreditation from the American
Assembly of Collegiate Schools of Business.

’’Ashland Oil has been one of the great supporters of all

programs at Marshall University and, indeed, for all of education,"
said Alexander.

n

Ashland’s role in education throughout the

Tri-State region is well-known.

We truly appreciate their efforts."

Alexander said an important phase of the accreditation process

would have been difficult to fulfill if not for the grant from
Ashland Oil Inc.
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HUNTINGTON, W.Va.--Marshall University's Upward Bound Program
has accepted 11 new students from Cabell, Wayne and Mingo counties,

according to Jackie Hersman, director of the program.
Upward Bound is a federally funded college preparatory program
for high school sophomores, juniors and seniors.

The goal of

Upward Bound is to prepare and motivate the students to pursue

secondary educations.
Students actually live on Marshall's campus for six weeks

during a summer residential session, plus they receive tutoring
services, counseling services, study skills lessons, career
counseling and other services.

The students also participate

in social activities and go on field trips.

Ms. Hersman said that a recent follow-up study indicated that

86 percent of those students who responded to the survey have either
graduated from a post-secondary institution or are still enrolled.

New’ Upward Bound students are:
Cabell County--David Hagley and Jennifer Hanshaw from

Barboursville High School; Michelle Litchfield and Pam Mathews
from Huntington East High School, and Chandra Burton and Brad

Napier from Huntington High School.
Wayne County--Angela Brunty and Wesley Perry from Wayne
High School, and Angela Boone and Keith Perry from Tolsia High School.

Mingo County--Michael Marcum from Tug Valley High School.
###
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HUNTINGTON, W.Va.--The Autism Training Center at Marshall
University, located on the third floor of Old Main, will hold an
open house on Thursday, Dec. 6, from 4 to 7 p.m., according to

Dr. Barbara Becker, director of the center.

Being held in conjunction with National Autism Week, Dec. 2-8,

the open house will feature the films ’’Way to Go” and ’’Regular Lives”

which will be shown at 5 p.m. in the Autism Conference Room.

Light

refreshments and information pertaining to autism will be available
during the open house.

Self-guided tours of the center with staff members available to

answer questions also will be available throughout the afternoon.
The Autism Training Center was established at Marshall by the

West Virginia Legislature in 1983 to provide training, assistance
and information to individuals with autism and to provide training

to those who work with autistic persons in the state.
Autism is a neurological developmental disability which

typically appears during the first three years of age, and is
characterized by deficits in communication and social skills, and

by uneven or delayed rates of development in other areas.
The public is invited to attend the open house.

To obtain

further details contact the Autism Training Center, 696-2332.
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HUNTINGTON, W. Va.--’’Crossing the Mountain (Part IV), 11 the
annual conference of the West Virginia Learning Disabilities

Association, will be held Friday and Saturday, Nov. 30-Dec. 1,
at the Heart-0'-Town Holiday Inn in Charleston, according to

Dr. Barbara P. Guyer, professor and director of the H.E.L.P.
(Higher Education for Learning Problems) Program at Marshall

University.

Registration and a social hour will be held Friday from 6 to
7 p .m.

The conference banquet and keynote address will be held

from 7 to 9 p.m.
Dr. Robin Barton, a licensed professional counselor from

Richmond, Va., will deliver the keynote address, ’’Attention Deficit

Disorder:

How to Live with It and Survive,

!1

and will make two

presentations Saturday.

Barton, a former learning disabilities teacher and tutor,

primarily works with adolescents and young adults who have educational
problems.

Sessions on Saturday will include:
--"Treating Children and Adolescents with A.D.D." by

Dr. Jim Ward, a South Carolina pediatrician who has done extensive
research on Attention Deficit Disorder;
--’’Surviving with the LD Adolescent Who has Emotional Problems”
by Barton;

more
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--’’Teaching Reading, Spelling and Written Language to the

Middle and High. School Student" by Yvea Duncan, an LD specialist
who coordinates the diagnostic testing program for Marshall’s
H.E.L.P. Program, and Lynne Weston, assistant director of the H.E.L.P.

Program;
--"Teaching the At-Risk Student" by Suzanne Stevens, a nationally

known author who has written several books on teaching children with
learning disabilities;
"Emotional Problems of LD Adolescents" by Barton.

Three video programs also will be shown:
"All Children Learn Differently" and

II

"LD:

A Family Crisis,"

H.E.L.P at Marshall University.

The West Virginia Learning Disabilities Association will hold

its annual board meeting at 4 p.m. Saturday.
Registration fees for the full conference will be $55 for

WVLDA members and $60 for non-members.
the banquet will be $25.
will be $40 and $45.

Registration fees for only

Fees for Saturday’s activities only

Registration for full-time students for the

full conference (excluding meals) will be $30.
The conference is being sponsored by the West Virginia Learning

Disabilities Association and Marshall University.
To obtain further details contact Dr. Guyer at Marshall

University, 696-2851.
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HUNTINGTON, W.Va.

Dr. Bryan Larsen of the Marshall

University School of Medicine has received a $90,000 grant
through Johnson & Johnson's highly competitive "Focused Giving
Program” for his research in microbiology.

Among the 36 researchers receiving grants this year through
the Johnson & Johnson program were several Nobel Prize Winners.
Grants are approved for only one out of every eight proposals
submitted, according to the company.

In addition to the three-year Focused Giving Program grant,

Johnson & Johnson has awarded Larsen a $28,000, six-month
contract for related research.
Larsen, a professor in the Departments of Obstetrics and

Gynecology and Microbiology, is studying the immune system's

response to a certain toxin produced in yeast infections. In his

laboratory at MU Larsen discovered that the toxin, called
gliotoxin, suppresses the immune response.

His Focused Giving

grant will be used to further the study of gliotoxin's effect on
the infection-fighting abilities of white blood cells.

He will

also investigate how gliotoxin affects the infected individual's

ability to produce antibodies.
”1 believe that this research will not only help us in
obtaining a fuller understanding of how this microorganism causes

(MORE)
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disease but will also give us some new insight into the immune
response itself,” Larsen said.
Larsen has been invited to attend Johnson & Johnson's Fourth
Scientific Symposium scheduled for November 27 at the company' s
headquarters in New Brunswick, New Jersey.

Previous recipients

of Focused Giving grants will present their findings to the 1990
winners at that time.

The Johnson & Johnson grant program was established in 1980
to encourage basic biomedical research, the company said.
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

HUNTINGTON, W.Va. --Marshall University will hold a public
forum to gather information and ideas to utilize in the
preparation of a campus master plan on Tuesday, Dec. 4, from
7 to 9 p.m. in the Memorial Student Center Alumni Lounge.
Representatives from Marshall and Woolpert Consultants,

a firm retained to assist the university in developing the master

plan, will attend the meeting.
The public is invited to participate in the forum to discuss

ideas, issues and opportunities which should be addressed in
the master plan.
To obtain further details contact Eileen Enabnit of

Woolpert Consultants, Dayton, Ohio, 513-461-5660.
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November 28, 1990
For Immediate Release
HUNTINGTON, W.Va.--Former Marshall University President
Robert B. Hayes will be honored at a reception in Marshall’s

Memorial Student Center Thursday, Dec. 6Z from 2 to 4 p.m.

Dr. Carole A. Vickers, dean of the College of Education, said
the reception, to be held in the Student Center's Alumni Lounge,

will be open to the public.

"We're confident many members of the

Huntington community will want to join the campus community in

paying tribute to Dr. Hayes for all he has done for the people of

this region and for Marshall University," Dean Vickers said.
Hayes plans to close a 25-year career at Marshall at the
end of the current semester next month.
He came to Marshall in 1965 as dean of the College of Education

and was named president of the university in 1974, succeeding Dr.

John G. Barker.

He resigned the presidency in 1983 but continued to

serve as a professor in the College of Education.

He also served as

a member and president of the Cabell County Commission after resigning

the MU presidency.

Upon being appointed president, Hayes launched what he termed
"Marshall's Decade of Progress."

During that period the Marshall

School of Medicine was established, as was the university's Community

College component.

More than $50 million worth of campus improvements

were realized including the construction of Henderson

Hall and Harris Hall.
MORE
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Hayes also reorganized Marshall's academic structure, upgraded
the university’s accreditation and increased private support for
Marshall programs.
A graduate of Asbury College and the University of Kansas,

Hayes began his career as a teacher in Yates Center, Kansas, in 1951.

He later served as principal of Fairview (Kansas) High School,
chairman of the Division of Education at Asbury College in Wilmore, Ky.
and director of teacher education at Taylor University in Upland, Ind.

The Clarksburg (W.Va.) native has received the Outstanding
Service Award of Green Acres Regional Center, the Distinguished
Achievement Award in Teacher Education and the United Methodist

Layman of the Year Award for the Huntington District.

He was

named West Virginia Son of the Year by the West Virginia Society
of Washington, D.C. and is listed in "Who’s Who in America" and
"Who's Who in American Education."

He is married to the former Kathleen Peters and is the father
of three grown children, Steven, Ruthann and Mark.
U.S. Marine Corps from 1944 to 1946.
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HUNTINGTON, W.Va.--Dr. Richard S. Spilman, assistant professor

of English at Marshall University, has been selected as the 11th
recipient of the university’s prestigious Meet-the-Scholar Award,
according to MU Interim President Alan B. Gould.
Spilman has taught creative writing and literature at Marshall
for seven years and in that time has had many of his poems and

short stories published in a variety of journals and publications
such as the Christian Science Monitor, the Journal of Popular Culture
and ’’Editor’s Choice,” an anthology published by Bantam Books.

He won the Quarterly West Novella Award in 1983 and was awarded

a prestigious National Endowment for the Arts Creative Writing

Fellowship in 1988.
His book, ’’Hot Fudge,’’ a collection of short stories published

recently by Simon and Schuster, has received outstanding reviews
throughout the country.

In the July 29, 1990, issue of the prestigious New York Times Book

Review, former Vogue editor Deborah Mason said Spilman ’’understands
how people excuse themselves from salvation.

He writes of it with

a precision and compassion that makes 'Hot Fudge’ a moving and

impressive collection of short stories.”

"I understand that Dr. Spilman originally planned to be a
physician and enrolled in pre-med in college,” said Gould.

"I

think it is fortunate for everyone that he had the courage to
more
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take a chance and follow his dream of becoming a writer.

The world

needs more good doctors; but it also needs good writers who can
make us think and explore our emotions.

Dr. Spilman’s work does that."

Spilman received his bachelor’s degree from Illinois Wesleyan

University, his master’s from San Francisco State University and
his doctorate from the State University of New York at Binghamton
where he did his dissertation under the direction of noted author

John Gardner.

Prior to joining the Marshall faculty in 1983, Spilman taught
at the State University of New York and Arkansas Tech University.

He has served on various academic committees at Marshall and
served as adviser for the university’s literary magazine.

He has

been a member of the Modern Language Association and the Associated

Writing Programs.
"The Meet-the-Scholar Award Committee was impressed by Dr. Spilman

and selected him as a finalist because of his creative work which has

been critically reviewed for publication and, indeed, critically

reviewed after publication by experts in the field who felt his

work was highly meritorious in the creative area, ! I said Dr. Kenneth E.
Guyer, chairman of the committee.
The award, which will be presented during a special reception

Monday, Dec. 3, from 6 to 8 p.m. at the MU president’s house, was

based on Spilman’s overall achievements, capped by the success of
his latest book.

”His presentation to the committee gave us an opportunity to

get better insight into his work and into the creative process
more
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of writing fiction," said Guyer.

"We felt this would be an area

of interest to the community.

Spilman currently is working on a novel that already has
drawn interest from several publishers.
The Meet-the-Scholar Program was created in 1985 to strengthen

the link between Marshall and the community.

The program seeks to

acquaint the community with the breadth and depth of academic
expertise on the Marshall campus by selecting an outstanding scholar

as an "ambassador ."
A university-wide selection committee screens numerous

nominations each semester for the award, basing its choice on:
an outstanding record of achievement, significant research or
other scholarly activity conducted while at Marshall, a scholarly
reputation above reproach, and a pleasant, outgoing personality
that would make the faculty member a good ambassador to the community.

The program received national recognition in 1988 when it was
one of four programs selected for inclusion in a "Practitioner’s Hall
of Fame

created by Nova University in tort Lauderdale, Fla.

Recipients of the award are honored during a special reception,
receive a plaque and a check for $1,000.

###

FACULTY SENATE
MINUTES OF MEETING
November 15, 1990

The meeting was held on November 15, 1990, at the hour of 4:00 p.m.
in the Faculty Lounge, 8th Floor, Smith Hall.
PRESENT for the meeting were 39 senators. ABSENT were: Adkins,
Ferrell, Hale, Fix, Guyer, Sortet, and Douglass.

Kathryn Chezik chaired the meeting and Joseph Stone acted as
secretary. A quorum of the Senate being present and established, the Chair
called the meeting to order.

Without objection, the minutes of the meeting held on October 25,
1990, were approved as corrected: "Sawry" was changed to "Sawrey".
The Chair made the following announcements:

1. Presidential Action: The President approved all recommendations
from the meeting of October 25, 1990.
2. Executive Committee Action: Several items were referred to
standing committees. The Executive Committee discussed voting
procedures in the Senate. In the future the secretary will not
record any "voice vote" as being unanimous. Senators must ask for
a "division of the house" if they wish to have a unanimous vote
recorded or if they wish to have the Chair request "abstentions."
3. Other: The Deans have been requested to hold elections by
December 1, 1990, for the new Faculty Development Committee.
Those elected will serve six month terms. The Chair was pleased
with the great turn out for the Board of Trustees meeting.

Caroline Perkins addressed the Senate to explain the
recommendations from the University Calendar Committee.
The Senate acted upon the following recommendations as submitted
by various committees:

1. SR-90-91 -(26) 179 (UCC) concerning changes in the University
Calendar was moved for approval (Milicia) and seconded. Hensley
offered an amendment deleting any reference in the calendar to
withdrawal periods (W, WP-WF) pending consideration of a new
withdrawal policy by the Academic Standards and Curricula
Review Committee.

(Faculty Senate minutes -11/15/90 - pg. 2)
The amendment was agreed to. The main motion as amended was
agreed to.
2. SR-90-91 -(27) 180 (SGA) concerning a "dead week" before final
exams was defeated.
3. SR-90-91 -(23) 176 (ASCR) concerning course deletions and
additions in the Department of Economics was approved upon
motion duly made (Milicla), seconded and passed.
4. SR-90-91-(24) 177 (ASCR) concerning course deletions in the
Department of Biological Science was approved upon motion duly
made (Baker) and seconded.

5. SR-90-91-(25) 178 (ASCR) was moved for approval (Milicia) and
seconded. Lowe offered an amendment deleting in line 9 all
following "above", deleting line 10, deleting in line 11 all before
"To", deleting in line 13 all after "activation", deleting in line
14 all before "The", and deleting in line 15 "official" before
"orders". The amendment was agreed to. The main motion was
agreed to as amended.
6. SR-90-91-(28) 181 (GR) adopting the catalog description of the
. Master of Science in Nursing was approved upon motion duly made
(Douglas) and seconded.
7. SR-90-91 -(29) 182 (GR) concerning changes in course titles in the
Department of Communication Disorders was approved upon motion
duly made (Hicks) and seconded.
8. SR-90-91 -(30) 183 (GR) concerning changes in the credit hours for
certain courses in the Department of Mathematics was approved
upon motion duly made (Baker) and seconded.

Robert Sawrey reported on issues being discussed before the Advisory
Council of Faculty including the use of live animals in research. Sawrey
discussed with the Senate the development of "stand alone" doctoral
programs and Marshall University's status as a Doctoral III institution.
The Chair solicited agenda items for future meetings. The "stand
alone" doctoral program in Biomedical Science will be scheduled for
discussion at the December meeting.

r
(Faculty Senate minutes-11/15/90 - pg. 3)

President Gould was unable to attend the meeting for his scheduled
discussion of the Board of Trustees Resource Allocation Model. The Senate
discussed the Resource Allocation Model. A motion to refer the Resource
Allocation Mode] problem to an appropriate standing committee or ad hoc
committee (to be determined by the Executive Committee) was offered by
Gross and seconded. Hensley offered an amendment which would require
that Mark Simmons be appointed to any such designated committee. The
amendment was agreed to. The main motion as amended was agreed to.
There being no further business to come before the Senate, upon
motion duly made (Stone), seconded, and passed, the meeting was
ADJOURNED at the hour of 5:13 p.m.

Respectfully submitted,

Joseph j. Stone, Secretary

MINUTES READ:

Kathryn H. Che^, President

MU Faculty Senate

Alan B. Gould, Interim President
Marshall University
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November 29, 1990
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

HUNTINGTON, W.Va.

Dr. Jeffrey E. Jones, a 1988 graduate

of the Marshall University School of Medicine, participated in a

pilot program introducing doctors to careers in research at the

Radiological Society of North America's annual meeting in Chicago
November 25-30.

Jones, a second-year radiology resident at the University of
Virginia in Charlottesville, was one of 40 doctors from the
United States and Canada selected for the 12-hour course,
"Introduction to Research."

The course offered young doctors a

"primer" in research in hopes they will choose academic research

careers, according to the organization.
A $1,000 grant to help advance Jones' academic career was

given to the University of Virginia as a result of his

participation.

All program participants will also be part of a ten-year
study to determine the impact of special courses on career
decisions.

Jones is the son of Olen Jones, former provost of Marshall
University and now president of the West Virginia School of

Osteopathic Medicine, and Pat Jones, formerly a faculty member in

the Marshall University College of Education.
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November 30, 1990

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

HUNTINGTON, W.Va.

Free treatment for acute bronchitis and

walking pneumonia is available to the public all this winter at
the Marshall University School of Medicine.
Anyone with respiratory symptoms including fever, bad cough

bringing up phlegm, tiredness, and chest pain will be treated by
the University Physicians in Internal Medicine of John Marshall

Medical Services, 1801 Sixth Avenue, Huntington, second floor,
weekdays between 8 a.m. and 4:30 p.m.

The free treatment is part of a study the internal medicine
group is conducting for two independent research firms, Pharmaco

Dynamics Research, Inc., of Austin, Texas, and Clinical Research
International of Research Triangle Park, North Carolina.

If lab tests determine an individual does have acute
bronchitis or walking pneumonia, he or she is enrolled in the
testing program and entitled to four doctor's visits, medication,
x-rays, and additional laboratory tests at no charge. Doctor's

visits would be spread out over a week to ten days.
"It is important for patients enrolled in the study to

return for all four visits because we need to obtain before and
after cultures," explained Dr. Maurice A. Mufson, chairman of the
Department of Medicine.

Those who show up at medical school offices with bronchitis(MORE)

Bronchitis

2

like symptoms but are not diagnosed with the illness will be

treated by a doctor at no charge for that initial visit only.

The University Physicians in Internal Medicine group has
been administering two new but well-tested and federally-approved

antibiotics to patients in the study for the past month.

Similar

testing is underway at other sites around the country.
"We expected the antibiotics to kill the bacteria causing

the infection and result in prompt patient recovery.

With the

patients we have seen so far the medications—loracarbef and
temafloxacin—are doing just that," Mufson said.
Mufson pointed out that patients in the study benefit not

only from the improved medication. They also get more attention,

more laboratory tests, and more doctor's visits than they would
otherwise, he said.

"Normally, a doctor would see an acute

bronchitis patient only once because repeated visits and
extensive lab testing get too expensive for the patient," Mufson
explained.
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November 30, 1990
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
HUNTINGTON, W.Va.--Marshall University’s Beta Lambda Circle of

Omicron Delta Kappa National Leadership Honor Society recently held
a tapping ceremony to initiate members of the 1990-91 pledge class,

according to Dr. Don E. Robertson, associate dean for student life

and ODK adviser.
Twenty student leaders and five university administrators and
faculty members were inducted into the society.

Students inducted into Omicron Delta Kappa were:

Eric Adams,

an economics major from Tampa, Fla.; Randall E. Adkins, a political
science major from Huntington; R. Scott Anderson, an accounting

major from Bay Village, Ohio; Cary Beckelheimer, a theatre major
from Charleston;
Maribeth Brooks, a journalism major from Huntington; Molly E.
Brown, an international affairs major from Ironton, Ohio; Roy Dwane

Johnson, a political science major from Kenova; Denise R. Litrleton,
an elementary education major from Shadyside, Ohio; Matthew D. Lyons,
a journalism/advertising major from Belleville; Gregory T. Martin,
a mathematics major from Canal Fulton, Ohio;

Mary E. McClure, a biology major from Wheelersburg, Ohio;

Jill A. McElhinny, an adult fitness major from West Homestead, Pa.;
Shelley Lynn McGlothen, a management major from McConnell; David A.

McMorrow, a journalism/public relations major from Elkview; Amy L.
Oakes, a nursing major from Franklin Furnace, Ohio;
more

ODK
Add 1

Stan Perrine, a mathematics major from Parkersburg; Jennifer N.

Sias, a language arts/journalism education major from South Point,

Ohio; James V. Stewart, an economics major from Charleston; John G.
White, a mathematics/German major from Moundsville, and K. Beth
Winter, a political science major from Ripley.

Faculty members and administrators inducted into the organization
were:

Dr. Margaret Bird, associate professor of biological sciences;

Maurice A. ’’Tony” Davis, coordinator of minority students’ programs;

Dr. William Denman, director of Marshall’s Society of Yeager Scholars;
Stephen Hensley, assistant dean of student development, and

Dr. Simon Perry, professor and chairman of political science.
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December 3, 1990

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

HUNTINGTON, W.Va.--Marshall University will hold an orientation
program for new students and a special orientation session for
parents on Friday, Jan. 11, at 8 a.m. in Memorial Student Center.

The orientation will include sessions on campus activities and

services, financial assistance, academic advising, registration
and informal programs for students and parents, according to

Dr. Don E. Robertson, associate dean for student affairs.

Robertson said all new students should attend orientation if
possible.

He said studies have proven that students who attend

orientation are better prepared for college than students who
don't attend.

Orientation sessions for parents were developed because parents
play a major role in the success of their children in college.

"It

gives us a chance to answer their questions, introduce them to the
tr
resources available to parents and relieve their anxieties,

Robertson said.
To register or obtain further details about the new student

orientation program contact the Marshall University Orientation
Office, 696-2354.

###
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December 3, 1990

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

HUNTINGTON, W.Va. — Gay Jackson, who was public relations

officer at the Huntington Museum of Art for eleven years, has

joined the Marshall University School of Medicine as assistant to
the dean for development and outreach.
"We are pleased to add Mrs. Jackson to our staff," said Dr.

John B. Walden, associate dean for outreach and development.
"She is certainly well respected in the community for the quality

of her work and we feel that her experience and talent will
enhance this office's programs.”

Jackson explained that she will be responsible for
coordinating student recruitment throughout West Virginia.
Beginning in February, Jackson and a team of faculty and students

from the School of Medicine will visit college campuses around

the state.

They will discuss academic requirements, admissions

procedures and financial aid. "Recruitment efforts are focused

within the state because of the School of Medicine's mission to

serve West Virginia,

if

she said.

Jackson will also work to identify new sources of grant
money and of private and community support for the School of
Medicine.
Jackson is a graduate of Marshall University with a B.A.

and M.A.

In addition to her work at the Museum, she has served

as a part-time instructor in the Marshall University Departments

(MORE)

jackson — 2

of Social Studies and History since 1969.

Jackson has won a

number of honors for materials she produced for the Huntington
Museum of Art including an 1990 Award for Excellence from the

American Federation of Arts.

30
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December 5, 1990
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

HUNTINGTON, W.Va.--Marshall University recently completed its
most successful year in terms of obtaining grants, setting new

records for both grant monies received and the number of projects
funded, according to Dr. C. Robert Barnett, director of grants and
research development.

Marshall received $5,772,259 in grants during the 1989-90

fiscal year, a 44 percent increase over the previous year.

The

university’s faculty and staff submitted 170 proposals to various
funding agencies and had 101 projects accepted for funding.
The university’s success rate was 59 percent, an excellent ratio

according to Barnett.
The university-wide total was significantly boosted by
$3,222,063 in grants received by the Office of Research and

Economic Development Outreach which had 14 proposals funded
during fiscal year 1989-90.

"Our growth in grants over the last eight years has been

phenomenal," said Barnett.

We’ve doubled the number of projects

submitted, doubled the number of successful projects and more than

tripled the dollar value of grants funded.
’’Marshall faculty and staff members are actively seeking more
and more grants from public and private sources and are becoming

very knowledgeable about how to write and submit grants.

As far

as I'm concerned, our faculty have done a tremendous job in securing

more

Grants
Add 1

grants.

They teach a full-time load, do research and continue

to write proposals," he said.

According to a report prepared by Barnett:
--The School of Medicine received $999,976 through 16 funded
proj ects;

--The College of Education received $775,228 through 21

funded projects;
--The Division of Student Affairs had five proposals funded

for a total of $197,625;
--The Community College received $195,499 through eight
funded projects;

--The College of Science had 15 proposals funded for a
total of $193,009;

--Marshall's College of Business received $127,916 through
four funded proposals;

--The College of Liberal Arts received $45,313 through 11
funded projects;

--The College of Fine Arts had six projects funded for a
total of $11,630;

--Marshall's School of Nursing received $4,000 through one

I
i

grant.
11

Obviously the grants bring money to the university we wouldn't

otherwise have," Barnett said,

but there are other benefits as well.

The grants help make our professors better teachers because they
get the opportunity to do research which they can utilize in the
!

classroom.
*

more
*
I
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These grants not only help Marshall, they help the entire

region by infusing much needed dollars into the area’s economy,"
explained Barnett.

"People may not realize it, but through the

work made possible by these grants, Marshall University is making

West Virginia, and perhaps the country, a better place to live."

###
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December 5, 1990

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
HUNTINGTON, W.Va.--Marshall University’s Robert C. Byrd Institute

for Advanced Flexible Manufacturing Systems has received a contribution
of software and support services valued at $1 million from the IBM

Corporation, according to Dr. Robert F. Maddox, president of the

Marshall University Research Corporation.
The contribution was made under the auspices of the IBM Higher
Education Software Consortium and the CIM Alliance Partnership.

The

software will be utilized as part of a shared teaching factory.
’’The continued aggressive support of IBM for the Byrd Institute
is evident by this announcement,"

said Maddox.

’’Gifts such as this

will pay benefits for years to come.”

Maddox said the Byrd Institute uses computer-integrated

manufacturing technologies and modern managerial techniques to
help strengthen and increase the competitiveness of local industry.

###
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December 7, 1990
For immediate release

HUNTINGTON, W.Va.

Dr. Berel Held of the Marshall

University School of Medicine has agreed to serve as a consultant

to Women's Health Services for the West Virginia Bureau of Public
Health.

Held, chairman of obstetrics and gynecology at Marshall,
will work with the Division of Maternal and Child Health.

He

will be advising the Division's Women's Services on development

and programmatic issues for management of programs relating to

breast and cervical cancer screening, family planning and
maternity services.

He will also serve as advisor for data

research underway in the Bureau.

Before joining the Marshall faculty in 1987, Held taught at
the University of Texas Medical School in Houston where he was a
member of the Committee on Maternal and Infant Mortality of the
Harris County Medical Society.

He is a former member of the

National Perinatal Association's Executive Committee.
From 1969 to 1972, Held was project director of the North
Central Florida Maternity and Infant Care Project, and also

served as family planning coordinator for the State of Florida.
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December 10,

1990

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

NOTE TO EDITORS: Recently enacted federal legislation
revitalizes the National Health Service Corps and offers
increased support for improving rural health care in West
Virginia.

HUNTINGTON, W.Va. — A desperate shortage of family
physicians in rural West Virginia seriously limits access to
medical care and costs the state and its citizens thousands of
dollars treating preventable disease.

That's the message Dr. Linda M. Savory of the Marshall
University School of Medicine is delivering as a spokesperson for

a national campaign to promote family practice in rural areas via

a revitalization of the National Health Service Corps.
And help may indeed be on the way.

Federal legislation

aimed at encouraging medical school graduates to practice in
underserved communities has been signed into law, according to
Savory.

H.R. 4487, which was signed by the President November

16, greatly increases allocations to the National Health Service

Corps after they were reduced to almost nothing during the Reagan
years, she said.
Under the legislation, scholarships for medical and allied

health students and loan repayments for doctors working in

underserved areas would go from $11.4 million this year

to $48.8 million next year.

Priority in funding would be given
(MORE)
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to areas identified by the federal government as having health

manpower shortages.

Forty-seven out of West Virginia's 55

counties have been so designated.

Savory, an assistant dean for curriculum and evaluation at

the MU School of Medicine and a former member of the National

Health Service Corps, was selected by the American Academy of
Family Physicians (AAFP) to serve as spokesperson along with ten

other physicians across the country. AAFP is the national
association representing more than 69,000 family physicians and

medical students.

Savory drew an analogy between a mother's vital role in a
family's well-being and family practice's place in the medical
world:

As long as the mother is healthy and functioning to her

fullest capacity the family hums along.

But if because of

illness or some other reason she cannot perform her duties, the

family falls apart.
"Family practice is the Mom of medicine.

The critical

shortage of family physicians in rural or other areas can bring

cost effective health care delivery to its knees,

t«

Savory said.

"This legislation is an attempt to influence people toward
family practice and to draw them toward underserved areas.

It

reflects a national recognition that, in the last decade, a

further imbalance between specialists and primary care physicians
has developed,"

Savory said.

Medical schools are still turning

out many more specialists than primary care physicians, she

noted, when what is needed is a network of primary care
physicians to serve the general public.
(MORE)
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"Either people will not be served or they will choose a

specialist who may not be the best choice to serve their needs.
They might be paying for expensive but inappropriate care."
Patients would in effect be making their own diagnosis by the

type of specialist they choose, she observed.

As assistant dean for curriculum Savory has promoted
programs to encourage people into primary care, especially in

rural areas.

She is director of the school's pilot Rural

Physician Assistant Program, which this fall started placing

third-year medical students in rural practices for a nine-month

experience.

The program is only one of the MU Medical School's

many outreach efforts aimed at fostering the development of
primary care physicians with the special skills needed to

practice in rural areas.
In addition to her administrative duties, Savory practices

family medicine through the university's clinic. She is a

graduate of the University of Michigan School of Medicine and did
her residency at Marshall in family practice.

She served in the

National Health Service Corps in Milton, West Virginia, from 1979
to 1980, a time when that area was considered medically

underserved.
For more information, contact Dr. Linda Savory at 304-6967046.
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December 11, 1990
For Immediate Release

HUNTINGTON, W. Va. — The Massey Foundation, based in Richmond,
Va., has contributed $12,000 to The Campaign for Marshall to

benefit Marshall University's Society of Yeager Scholars,
according to Dr. Edward G. "Ned” Boehm Jr., MU vice president for

institutional advancement.
"The Massey Foundation and the A.T. Massey Coal Co. have

been generous in their assistance to Marshall University,” Boehm
said. ’’This is their fifth consecutive year to make a signigicant

contribution. We truly appreciate their support. Their generosity
has a positive impact not only on the university, but on the

community as well.”
Previous Massey contributions have been in support of the
College of Business and the H.E.L.P.

(Higher Education for

Learning Problems) program, Boehm said.

The Massey Foundation was established in 1957 by the family
of A.T. Massey, founder of the coal company which bears his name.

The Foundation traditionally has supported educational projects
in the Appalachian coal fields.

Joan Massey is a member of the national board of directors
of the Yeager Scholars program. Her husband, E. Morgan Massey, is
chairman of the board of the A.T. Massey Coal Co.
(more)

Massey gift
2-2-2

The innovative Society of Yeager Scholars annually recruits
and enrolls outstanding students for a rigorous academic program

centered upon interdisciplinary seminars and which includes the
development of a proficiency in a foreign language. The program

is named in honor of aviation hero Charles E. "Chuck" Yeager, a
retired Air Force brigadier general.

-30-
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December 12, 1990

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

HUNTINGTON, W. Va. — Helping to deliver babies, assisting in

surgeries, writing treatment plans for patients and seeing the
results weeks later are not typical experiences for most thirdyear medical students.

But for Marshall University School of Medicine students
Cheryl Shafer, Jeffrey Thaxton, and William Miller such
experiences are all in a day's work.

The three students are

participating in the Medical School's pilot Rural Physician
Assistant Program begun this fall.

For nine months they have

become part of the community medical teams at three sites in

rural West Virginia: Wayne Health Services in Wayne; Roane County

Family Health Care in Spencer; and New River Family Health Center
in Scarbro.
"We have completed our first round of monthly oral testing

ana the results are extremely encouraging," reported Dr. Linda
Savory, an assistant dean and the program's director. "The

students have adjusted to their new learning situation very well,
and the rural clinics, which are for the most part unaccustomed
to long-term teaching, have adapted themselves well also."

Unlike traditional third-year programs, where students spend
eight weeks at a time studying one medical discipline only,
usually in an urban hospital setting, these students get hands-on

(MORE)
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experience with everything from pediatrics to cardiology in the

space of one morning, Dr. Savory explained. ’’They see much more
of what a primary care physician sees in the field," she said.

And hands-on experience was indeed stressed from the moment
she walked into her first examining room at Roane County
Community Care, reported Cheryl Shafer. "I expected to just tag

along with the doctors the first day," she said, "but the doctor

said, 'Go see that patient and tell me what you think.'"
Since that day in September Shafer has entered 110 patient

cases into her computer, assisted in delivering ten babies,

performed part of a vasectomy, and is generally enjoying "the
best educational move I ever made," she said.
She is also meeting, learning to understand and helping the

people behind West Virginia's high health-risk statistics.

"I am

learning not to be too impatient when folks have a difficult time
changing lifestyles for health reasons.

You realize how

difficult it is for them when you see their background."

Shafer thinks her experience offers long-term benefits.

"I

will be better able to relate to the patient as a whole person,
not just a case history, and I'll be able to make decisions based
on what this person can really do," she said.

William Miller is finding that a rural practice in Wayne
County can yield a variety of clinically interesting cases,

everything from a suspected stroke masked by an individual's
unusual personality to a brain mass that turned out to be an
aneurysm and not a tumor.

"I get to see patients in their acute

illness as they are admitted into the hospital, then have a
(MORE)
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chance to follow their problems and progress over several weeks
in the treatment regimen,

n

he said.

Miller thinks the ability to

follow up on patients over a period of time is ”a very

instructive tool and one of the big pluses of the program. 11
Dr. Michael Kilkenny, Miller's supervising physician at
Wayne Health Services, thinks that the program benefits not only

the student but the community and state as well.

"It appears

that the best chance for recruiting and retaining rural

physicians is actually to train them in those areas.

They are

much more likely to return to this type of setting to practice.

ii

As the only student currently at the New River Family Health

Center in Scarbro, Jeffrey Thaxton finds that he gets plenty of
personal instruction from the family physicians and specialists
associated with the Center. But the doctors are not the only ones

who are supportive. "The patients are very cooperative,

especially when I'm fumbling around not entirely sure of myself.
They understand that I am just learning,

ii

Thaxton said.

Thaxton actually works at two sites, at the larger multispecialty clinic in Scarbro and at a smaller one-doctor clinic,

the North Fayette Family Health Care Center in Lookout, according

to Dr. Daniel Doyle, Thaxton's supervising physician.

The

student's experiences so far include seeing clinic patients,

assisting in a gall bladder and several other operations, and
visiting patients in nursing homes.

In his first week on call at

the hospital Thaxton accompanied Doyle day and night and put in a
total of 90 hours.

The program's emphasis on intensive site-based student
(MORE)
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training is in line with the original goals set by the community
for the New River Center in 1978. ”Our goal is to get medical

students and other health care workers interested in rural areas
as a place to live and work and also to expose them to different

training settings—the front lines of primary care,” Doyle said.
"The patients like Jeff and are happy they can make a

contribution to his education.

And they usually put in a plug,

saying they hope he comes back here and works.”
The Marshall University program, the only one of its kind in
West Virginia, is modeled after a long-running Minnesota program.

That program has demonstrated success in preparing students

educationally and in encouraging them to ultimately practice in

rural areas and small towns.
Students are selected for the Marshall University program
for their interest in primary care, their solid academic record,
and their abilities as independent learners, according to Savory.
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December 13, 1990
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
HUNTINGTON, W.Va.--Marshall University’s Department of Modern
Languages will sponsor a Spanish Language and Culture Program in

Spain this June and July, according to Dr. Maria Carmen Riddel,

associate professor of modern languages, who will accompany the
study group to Madrid.

Participants will live in private homes with Spanish families
during the program, which will be offered on a one-month or
two-month basis.

Students may earn up to six credit hours per month for elementary,
intermediate or advanced Spanish.

Courses also will be available

in Conversation, Literature and Spanish Civilization.

The courses will be taught by faculty members from the Centro

de Estudios Hispanicos Antonio de Nebrija.
Participants will depart May 31 and return on July 1 or

July 29.

The cost for the one-month program will be $2,500.

The

cost for the two-month program will be $4,000.
I!

There is much to see and learn,” said Dr. Riddel, ’’and

there is no better way to learn a language or foreign culture
than by total immersion.

Dr. Riddel urged persons interested in studying in Spain
this summer to start preparing for the trip now.

To obtain further details contact Dr. Riddel at Marshall
University, 696-2742, or the MU Center for International Studies,

696-2465.
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HUNTINGTON, W.Va.--Eleven students have been inducted into
the Marshall University Community College chapter of Phi Theta
Kappa national community college honorary, according to Glenn E.

Smith, associate professor and chairman of the MU Community
College public service technology and allied health programs.
Phi Theta Kappa was founded in 1918 at Stephans College in

Columbia, Mo., and was officially recognized in 1929 by the
American Association of Junior Colleges.

In order to be eligible for membership, students must have

at least 12 semester hours applicable toward a degree, a grade
point average of 3.3 or higher and have established a record of

academic excellence, be of good moral character and possess
recognized leadership skills.

Marshall students inducted into the organization were:
HUNTINGTON

Teresa L. Dial, Lisa Haney, Bryan C. Hanna,

Sue Queen, Betty A. Wilcox;

ELKINS
RED HOUSE

Leslie L. Weese; KENOVA -- Bonnie Kessell;
Lisa R. Summers; ST. ALBANS -- Ginger Renee Gunter;

SYLVESTER -- Harry L. Clendenen Jr.; WINFIELD -- Joyce A. Wilson.

#//#
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HUNTINGTON, W.Va.--The Marshall University Reading and Learning
Center (M.U.R.A.L. Center) will sponsor a 13-week tutoring program

from Jan. 28 through May 2 for students in kindergarten through

12th grade.

Participants will attend one-hour sessions on Mondays and
Thursdays on the Marshall campus.
The program is open to all students experiencing academic

difficulties in their school curriculums, including students in
regular classroom placements as well as those in certain special
education settings, according to Dr. Robert J. Evans, director of

the M.U.R.A.L. Center.
Students will receive one-to-one attention or tutoring in

small groups depending on the participants' needs.

The tutoring

will be done by Marshall University College of Education students
under the close supervision of College of Education faculty members.

Evans said the program also will offer enrichment activities
designed to broaden the students' skills and special programs such

as the '’’Writing to Read" computer program and .other supplementary
computer programs.

Testing for learning problems will be available.

The cost of the program will be $115 per student for the tutoring

sessions.

There will be an additional $25 charge for the testing

program.

To obtain further details contact Evans at 696-2853.

To register

contact the Marshall University Division of Teacher Education, 696-2340.
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

HUNTINGTON, W.Va.--Marshall University institutional financial
aid applications and financial aid forms for the 1991-92 academic

year are available in the Student Financial Aid Office, Old Main

Room 122, according to Dr. Edgar W. Miller, director of financial
aid at Marshall.

Undergraduate students seeking academic scholarship awards
for 1991-92 must submit an institutional application by Feb. 1,

1990 .
Priority for scholarship assistance will be given to West
Virginia residents, Lawrence County, Ohio, residents and residents

of Boyd, Greenup, Lawrence and Carter counties in Kentucky.

Applicants

for academic scholarships should have a minimum 3.5 grade point
average.

Students interested in need-based financial aid, grants,
loans and employment must submit institutional applications
and financial aid forms as soon as possible after Jan. 1, 1990.

To obtain further details contact the Marshall University
Office of Student Financial Aid, 696-3162.
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

HUNTINGTON, W.Va. — The Wyoming County Health Department

offered residents free cholesterol screenings for the first time
ever December 12 thanks to a Marshall University School of

Medicine outreach program, Partners in Prevention.
Third-year medical students Edward J. Grey, C. Dewayne

Tackett, and Robert H. Prasse helped provide the screenings at
the county health department in Pineville as part of their family
practice training.

They also offered blood sugar analyses for

diabetes as well as counseling on diet.
"We were booked up for well over a week ahead," said Dorothy

Hrko, R.N., nursing director.

The health department has been

unable to afford the screenings on its own and, because of the

expected large demand for the special one-day service, residents
were asked to make appointments, Hrko explained.

Eighty-seven

Wyoming County residents signed up.

Partners in Prevention, which is designed to promote health
and prevent disease through a community-medical school

partnership, sends students to small or rural communities who
request visits of up to one week. The School of Medicine started
the program last year in response to health statistics showing
that West Virginians rank high in such preventable disease
factors as high blood pressure, smoking, obesity, sedentary

lifestyle, and smokeless tobacco use. A study published just last
(MORE)

PIP

2

month by the Centers for Disease Control underscores the problem.
It showed that West Virginia ranks second highest among the

states in the number of preventable deaths from nine major

diseases, including stroke, lung cancer, coronary heart disease,
and diabetes.

All third-year Marshall Medical School students are trained
in health promotion and disease prevention skills as part of

their eight-week rotation in family practice.

Partners in

Prevention gives students an opportunity to apply those skills in
real-life settings.

"By getting out into rural areas we have a better

understanding of health issues and how to communicate with

people," said student Edward J. Grey of Culloden.

"It's one

thing to have things presented in class, and another to go out

and put them into practice," Grey said.
About 250 rural physicians, primary care centers, health
departments and hospitals across the state have requested

Marshall medical students, said Dr. Linda Savory, assistant dean
for curriculum and evaluation and the program's supervisor.
"This program is generating overwhelming enthusiasm both
from the sites and the students," Savory said.

Eventually all third-year students will participate in

community visits of up to one week. More information about the
program is available from the Department of Family and Community
Health, 696-7038.
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HUNTINGTON, W.Va.

Dr. Jane C. Fotos has assumed

responsibilities as interim dean for the Marshall University

School of Nursing, announced Dr. Charles H. McKown, Jr., MU vice

president for health sciences.
Dr. Fotos, an associate professor of nursing, will serve as
dean until a 14-member search committee fills the position on a

permanent basis.

Dr. Carolyn S. Gunning, who served as dean

since July 1988, resigned to become dean of nursing at Texas
Woman's University in Denton.
Dr. Fotos has been a member of the Marshall faculty since
1981.

She received her bachelor's degree in nursing from

Marshall, a master's degree in nursing from the University of
Cincinnati and a doctorate in higher education from West Virginia

University.

She also holds degrees in sociology and counseling.

Dr. Fotos currently serves as chairman of the Cabell

Huntington Health Department board of directors and is on the
district board of directors for the West Virginia Nursing

Association.

She is listed in the 1990-91 edition of Who's Who

in American Nursing.

The following individuals will serve on a search committee
for a new dean of nursing:

Dr. Diana Parnicza, associate

professor, MU School of Nursing, chair; Peggy Baden, assistant
(MORE)

Fotos
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professor, MU School of Nursing; Karen Stanley, assistant
professor, MU School of Nursing;

Dr. Barbara Davis, associate

professor, MU School of Nursing; Jonathan Brown, director,

Learning Resources Center, MU School of Nursing; David Bailey,
interim director, continuing medical education, MU School of
Medicine; Sharon Ambrose, assistant executive director, St.

Mary's Hospital; Jean Worley, director, nursing/inpatient
outpatient surgical services, Cabell Huntington Hospital; Roberta

Marie Nepple, chief, nursing services, VA Medical Center; Joe
Mulloy, director, Huntington State Hospital; Dr. Leonard Deutsch,
dean, MU Graduate School; Delores Ward, MU nursing student; and

Laura Darby, MU nursing student.
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

HUNTINGTON, W.Va.--Laura Lee Wilson, associate professor of
nursing at Marshall University, has announced her retirement from

the university after 24 years as a member of the School of Nursing
faculty, according to Dr. Jane C. Fotos, interim dean of the School
of Nursing.

Ms. Wilson, who was honored during a reception held Dec. 12
at Guyan Country Club, received a diploma in nursing from the
St. Francis General Hospital School of Nursing in Pittsburgh, Pa.,

a bachelor's degree in nursing education from the University of

Pittsburgh, a master's degree in sociology from Marshall and a
master’s degree in nursing from Ohio State University.

Prior to accepting a position at Marshall in January 1967, she
served as an instructor and staff nurse at St. Mary’s Hospital in

Huntington and as a staff nurse at George Peabody College, Nashville,
Tenn., Ohio Valley General Hospital, Steubenville, Ohio, the University
of Pittsburgh, Weirton Steel Company, and the Visiting Nurse

Society in Philadelphia, Pa.
While at Marshall, Ms. Wilson served on a number of committees
and advisory boards.
She has been a member of the American Nurse's Association,

the West Virginia Nurse's Association, the National League for
Nursing, the American Public Health Association, the Association of

Community Health Nurse Educators, the West Virginia Board of

more

Wilson
Add 1

Examiners for Registered Nurses, the Cabell Huntington Health
Department, Goodwill Industries, and the Coalition for the
Homeless.

A native of Wellsburg, W.Va., Ms. Wilson also has written
several research papers on nursing and health related issues.

"Laura Lee has been a valuable, contributing member of

the School of Nursing faculty, particularly in community health,

for more than 20 years,

tt

said Dr. Fotos.

She will be greatly

missed by her colleagues and School of Nursing students.
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HUNTINGTON, W.Va.--The Admissions Office at Marshall University
will sponsor a minority recruitment workshop and luncheon on

Saturday, January 12, for minority students from high schools in
Cabell County, according to MU Interim President Alan Gould.

Participants will receive information about academic
opportunities offered by Marshall and will be advised about student
financial aid, support programs and other matters.

School counselors

and parents also are being invited to attend the event.
Activities will begin at 10:15 a.m. in the Memorial Student
Center when Interim President Gould and Vice President for Multi

cultural Affairs Betty J. Cleckley welcome the students, parents
and school counselors to Marshall’s campus.

The event will close

with a keynote address by Huntington City Councilman Arley R.
Johnson and luncheon in the Don Morris Room.

To obtain further details about the minority recruitment program

and luncheon, contact the Marshall University Admissions Office,

696-3160.
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HUNTINGTON, W.Va.--Employees in Marshall University’s library

system have selected Mary Caserta, department business manager,
as the Marshall University Library Employee of the Year, according
to Josephine Fidler, director of libraries.
Dr. Kenneth Slack, Confederate bibliographer and former

library director, nominated Ms. Caserta for the award.
In making the nomination, he said, ’’She gives great commitment

to her responsibilities and is devoted to making our limited resources
do as much as possible.

Her efforts have an impact on all of us

and certainly have an impact on patron services.

available through an open-door policy.

She is flexible, has high

integrity and is genuine, honest and sincere.

could get along without her.

She makes herself

I don’t know how we

11

A native of Huntington and a graduate of Barboursville High

School, Ms. Caserta has been a member of the Marshall University
staff since 1972.
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HUNTINGTON, W.Va.--Noticing a poster on a bulletin board has
resulted in a Marshall University student receiving a prestigious

fellowship to do cancer research at the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory
at the University of California, Berkeley, according to Dr. E.S.

Hanrahan, dean of Marshall University’s College of Science.
Katherine A. Williams of Huntington, a senior chemistry major
at Marshall, has been selected to participate in the Science and

Engineering Research Semester (SERS) for undergraduate students

sponsored by the United States Department of Energy.
She will spend the spring semester at Lawrence Berkeley

Laboratory conducting cancer-related research with scientific

teams engaged in long-range investigations utilizing advanced
facilities and equipment.
"I was looking at a bulletin board in Northcott Hall,

Ms . Williams.

fi

SERS program.

I wrote down the address and sent for some

ft

said

It had a pamphlet hanging there concerning the

information about the program.

They sent me an application in

September, which I filled out and returned to them.

11

Earlier this month, she was notified that she had been
selected as an alternate for the program.

’’They wanted to know

if I wanted to have my name kept on the list.

I told them I did

and about a week later they told me they had a place for me

if I wanted it.

I!

more
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Hanrahan said Ms. Williams will receive 14 hours of credit

through the SERS program and take a course at the University of
California, Berkeley, which will give her enough credit to obtain

her bachelor's degree in May.

Upon graduation from Marshall, she

plans to enter the MU School of Medicine.

Ms. Williams selected the Berkeley Laboratory from seven
nationally prominent research facilities throughout the country.

She said primarily she was interested in the focus of the research
being conducted at the Berkeley facility, but noted that it would
be nice to spend the winter in California.

She also was given the choice of selecting the subject which
she will work on.

She was permitted to select three possible subjects

from a wide variety of fields.

All of her selections involved

cancer research, although she doesn't know specifically which project

she will work on.
11

I've always wanted to go into cancer research, which is

one of the reasons 1 applied for the program," she said.

"This

will give me the opportunity to experience high-level cancer

research and help me decide if that's actually what I want to do."
The program will provide room and board, transportation,

class tuition and a stipend of $200 per week.
She plans to enjoy her 15 weeks in California, but admits
that she might not have as much time as she would like for sightseeing

since she will be required to work 36 hours a week in the laboratory
and take a class.

more
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"I think more people at Marshall should apply for things like
this,” said Ms. Williams.

them.

”1 don’t think enough people apply for

They probably see the notices, but just feel they don’t have a

chance of getting accepted.
but I did.

I really didn’t think I’d get it,

More people should try.”

”We are extremely proud of Katherine,” said Hanrahan.

’’This

is a prestigious national program that was designed to enhance and

facilitate the historic interdependence between universities and the

Department of Energy laboratories, thereby contributing to the
national goal of strengthening the quality of science, mathematics
and engineering research and education.

’’One thing this award proves to me is that Marshall University
students can compete with any students in the country, n said

Hanrahan.

”Our students are bright and receive good educations.

I feel sure they would receive more prestigious awards, if only
they would enter into competition for them.”
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